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S.F. CINEMATHEQUE

Thursday, January 30, 1986:

HE STANDS IN A DESERT COUNTING THE SECONDS OF HIS LIFE (1985) by Jonas Mekas ,

2 hours and 30 minutes, color, sound.

"HE STANDS IN A DESERT... is a continuation of my film diaries. The footage
covers the period from 1969 to 1984. During the same period I shot much
more footage than what you see in HE STANDS ... I am including in this
film only the most impersonal footage. Originally, I was planning to call
this film "Anthropological Sketches." It consists of scenes, sketches of

people, activities, happenings, events outside—or almost outside—of my
life which I am observing from a slight distance. There are some sketches
that are from my personal life, I included them for the balance, to warm up
the impersonal material. There will be two more films from the same period:
one will include all my "personal" material (home, friends), the other all

my "abstract" material. I struggled for a long time trying to combine all
these three kinds of different footage into one film, but I had to give up.
I couldn't do it. So this is the first film in the trilogy."

—Jonas Mekas, 1985

"You keep a diary & the diary will keep you." —Mae West, to Peter Beard

(From the film.)
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information on film

Minutes Titles as they
actually appear
in film, &
brief descriptions
of images

soundtrack

00 HE STANDS IN
A DESERT
COUNTING
THE SECONDS
OF HIS LIFE

05

1969-1984

JONAS MEKAS

8 sec. FIRE ON 7TH
AVE. & 23RD
STREET, N.Y.C.
APRIL 1970

fire, firemen,
crowd watching the
fire —

fire engines,
street sounds

25

71

41 sec. WORKERS
LEAVING J & L
STEEL
FACTORY

PITTSBURGH
FEB. 21, 1973

workers leaving the
factory, in the
bar, drinking —

lmin.58 sec. JULIE SITNEY
CENTRAL PARK
AUGUST 1969

noise of crowd

pop song bit,
from- Brecht/
Weil's "working
for the Yankee
dollar" —

Julie w.baby Blake,
glimpse of P .Adams
Sitney, C.P. lake in
theBackground; summer,
people boating —

85 2min.21 sec. A VISIT TO
HANS RICHTER
w. LANGLOIS
AUG. 3, 1970

MAPLE HILLS
SOUTHBURY, CT

Langlois, Adolfas
Mekas, Standish Lawder,

light pop song,
bits, from
distance

Wagner, Prelude
to SIEGFRIED
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February 1, 1986

FLUXUSFILMS /MATERIALAKTIONSFILME

One of the important artistic developments of the 1960s was the

explosion of performance and body art on both sides of the Atlantic. In

their own ways, the Fluxus events of George Maciunas and the Materialaktions
of Otto Muehl were important factors in this movement , Maciunas with his

use of "found" objects and events, Muehl with his scandals and scatalogy.

Fluxusfilm Program (1966-1970), assembled by George Maciunas.

"(0) George Brecht - "Entry-Exit"/ (1) Anonymous - "Eyeblink": high-speed
camera, 2000 fr/sec. view of one eyeblink; camera, Peter Moore. /(2)

George Maciunas - "Artype": various artype patterns (screens, wavy lines,

parallel lines, etc.) on clear film. No camera. /(3) Eric Andersen - "Opus
74, version 2": single frame exposures, color. /(4) Chieko Shiomi -

"Disappearing Music for Face": transition from smile to no-smile, shot at

2000 fr/sec. Camera, Peter Moore. /(5) George Maciunas - "10 Feet":

projection of clear measuring 10ft. tape. No camera. /(6) Robert Watts -

"Tract": X-ray sequence of mouth and throat; eating, salivating, speaking.
/(7) Albert Fine - "Readymade": color test strip from developing tank.

/(8) Paul Sharits - "Sears Catalogue 1-3": pages from Sears catalogue,
single frame exp. "Dots 1 & 3": single frame exposures of dot-screens.
"Wrist Trick": various gestures of hand held razorblade single exposures.
"Unrolling Event": toilet paper event, single frame exposures. /(9) Yoko
Ono - "Number 4": sequences of buttock movement of various walking
performers, /(ll) Joe Jones - "Smoke": sequence of cigarette smoke shot

with high-speed camera, 2000 fr/sec. Camera, Peter Moore. /(12) Paul
Sharits - "Word Movie": single frame exposures of words & colors." -

George Maciunas .

Materialaktionsfilme (1967-1970), Otto Muehl.
"1925: Otto Muehl born in Grodnau, Austria. 1930: discovers his father's
old paint-box and decides to become a painter. 1939: he is called up to

join the Hitlerjugend. 1944: in World War II, taking part in the Ardennes

offensive, he has a great action-experience: many corpses smashed by curb-
chains and frozen, corpses piled up like a stack of wood, overblown with
snow... 1959: he undergoes a psycho-therapeutic analysis. 1961: doing away
with the tabular painting and performance of its destruction-process.
1968: 'Art and Revolution', in auditorium at the University of Vienna:

pissing, shitting, beating, talking, hymn-singing, masturbating. Imprison-
ment on remand of Brus, Muehl and Wiener for 2 months. Then trial by
jury: Brus gets 6 months for insulting the Republic of Austria; Muehl 1

month for light bodily injury; Wiener is acquitted.

(OVER)
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"The presentation of so-called perversions is one of the most important
tasks of direct art. Around the turn of the century, artists used the

style of madmen to describe an insane milieu. Today we work with the

fantasies of the perverted to kick the billions of perverted cattle in

the ass. The perverted are the sjonpathetic victims of our castrating
order; they show the weak points of our society, in contrast to the true
criminals who imitate and brutalize the style of the rulers. The perverted
set free the defects of the society. Perverted art scares off the stench
of the cattle. The duty of the artist is to discover and bring out his
own crappiness, and this is the same as the crappiness of our society." -

Otto Muehl.

Wehrerteuchtigung (1967): drill-actions by the Direct Art group, with
material./ Amore (1968): a masochist is continuously beaten with a leather

belt, dead rabbit and material./ Sodoma (Vienna, 1968-70): 1. Campagnereiterclub ;

2. Libi-68; 3. Sensibility; 4. Scheisskerl.

Film descriptions from Filmmakers' Cooperative Catalogue #6.
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THE EARLY FILMS OF YASUJIRO OZU (I)

Thursday, February 13, 1986

"Of all major Japanese directors, Yasujiro Ozu was the last to be discovered

by the West, and our conception of his work has been dominated by the intensely
quiet, graceful films of his postwar career: Late Spring , Early Summer , and

Tokyo Story . But there is another Ozu, a young director smitten with American

genre films, inclined to vigorous comedy and social criticism, and experimenting
boldy with story and style.

"Ozu's work of the 1930s stands out, first, because it shatters our image
of the serene, contemplative director of Tokyo Story . Ozu began his career in

the 'nonsense' genre, and humor of all sorts is seldom far from the surface in

these films. There is also social satire, a tendency that would reappear, if

more subtly, in Ozu's postwar work. In The Lady and the Beard (1931), a spoiled
young woman spurns a young man because of his formidable whiskers. Tokyo Chorus

(1931) presents a scene of deadly comic observation: clerks compare their bonus

envelopes by retiring to the men's washroom one at a time. And What Did the Lady
Forget (1937) anticipates The Flavor of Green Tea Over Rice (1952) in its mordant

comedy of middle class intrigue.
"We have long known I Was Born But . . . (1932) as a strong critique of

contemporary society, but Ozu takes this attitude in many of his films of the

period. There is no more poignant rendering of the desperation of unemploy-
ment than An Inn at Tokyo (1935), with its scene of father and sons eating, in

pantomime, a big meal they cannot buy. Woman of Tokyo (1933) rivals Mizoguchi
in its examination of the social effects of prostitution. Even some films that

start as student comedies, such as Where Now Are the Dreams of Youth? and Tokyo
Chorus , modulate into studies of the hardships of finding and keeping work." -

David Bordwell, from the Pacific Film Archives calendar, March 1983.

Woman of Tokyo (1933), 47 minutes, silent with English titles.
A "quickie" both in that it was made in eight days and that it lasts only 47

minutes, this Depression melodrama is nevertheless a remarkable moment in

Ozu's films. The story involves a young woman, Chikako, who works two jobs
to support herself and put her brother, Ryoichi, through college. When

Ryoichi finds that she has been a prostitute for his sake, he commits
suicide. Chikako weeps over his body, "You innocent boy, to die for such

a small thing! You cowardly boy!" David Owens of the Japan Society notes,
"Ozu's theme here is reminiscent of the 'social realist' films Mizoguchi
began making at about this time, all of which deal with women who sacrifice
themselves totally for the betterment of young men they love. One brief
diversion from his sad story has Ryoichi and his girlfriend off to the
movies (of course) to see If I Had a Million , a 1930 omnibus film." After
its premiere revival in New York, J. Hoberman called it "a subtle riot of

discordant formal devices. The eye-line matches are as weird as the spatial

jumps are bizarre. There's a long interpolation of the credits from a Hollywood
(OVER)
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feature, the crucial scene is dominated by a giant close-up of a teapot,
and the ending is a breathtaking wrench of perspective from individual

tragedy to matter-of-fact social breakdown.

Tokyo Chorus (1931), 91 minutes, silent with English titles.
"Office worker and family man Shinji Okajima is dismissed from his job with
an insurance company when he stands up for one of his colleagues in a trifling
dispute. He and his family are forced to economize while he is unemployed
and searching for work. His luck changes when he happens to meet his old

high school teacher, who is now managing a restaurant. Okajima takes a job
there and is soon helping to build a thriving business. This charming social

comedy of the sort Ozu made frequently in the 1930s features the same conflicts
between home and workplace that were gradually narrowed and isolated in Ozu's
late films. Beneath the comedic shenaniganz lay a serious concern for the

health, well-being and freedom of the ordinary working man. The film is

very nicely framed by two of Ozu's favorite set pieces: incorrigible school-

boys misbehave in the opening flashback and then, at the end of the picture,
as responsible adults, they enjoy a reunion party with their beloved teacher." -

David Owens, Japan Society, in Pacific Film Archive Calendar, March 1983.

Prints by special arrangement with the Museum of Modern Art, New York and Shochiku
Films of America, Los Angeles.
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THE EARLY FILMS OF YASUJIRO OZU (II)

Thursday, February 20, 1986

"Of all major Japanese directors, Yasujiro Ozu was the last to be
discovered by the West, and our conception of his work has been dominated
by the intensely quiet, graceful films of his postwar career: Late Spring ,

Early Summer , and Tokyo Story . But there is another Ozu, a young director
smitten with American genre films, inclined to vigorous comedy and social
criticism, and experimenting boldly with story and style.

"Ozu's work of the 1930s stands out, first, because it shatters our

image of the serene, contemplative director of Tokyo Story . Ozu began his
career in the 'nonsense' genre, and humor of all sorts is seldom far from
the surface in these films. There is also social satire, a tendency that
would reappear, if more subtly, in Ozu's postwar work. In The Lady and the
Beard , a spoiled young woman spurns a young man because of his formidable
whiskers. Tokyo Chorus (shown February 13th) presents a scene of deadly
comic observation: clerks compare their bonus envelopes by retiring to
the men's washroom one at a time. And What Did the Lady Forget? antici-
pates The Flavor of Green Tea Over Rice in its mordant comedy of middle
class intrigue.

"We have long known I Was Born But . . . as a strong critique of con-

temporary Japanese society, but Ozu takes this attitude in many of his
films of the period. There is no more poignant rendering of the desperation
of unemployment than An Inn at Tokyo , with its scene of father and sons

eating, in pantomime, a big meal they cannot buy. Woman of Tokyo (shown
February 13th) rivals Mizoguchi in its examination of the social effects
of prostitution. Even some films that start as student comedies, such as
Where Now Are the Dreams of Youth? and Tokyo Chorus , modulate into studies
of the hardships of finding and keeping work." - David Bordwell, from the
Pacific Film Archives calendar, March 1983.

An Inn at Tokyo (1935), 82 minutes, music track and English titles.
An unemployed factory worker, Kihachi, takes to the road with his two
sons after he is abandoned by his wife. They find companionship with
an equally destitute widow and her daughter. When the little girl
becomes ill, Kihachi steals from an old friend to pay the hospital
bill. Donald Richie, in his book, "Ozu," writes: "This beautifully
observed film is among Ozu's most realistic. Indeed, the term neo-
realism has been used to describe Ozu's establishing scenes of the
effects of the Great Depression in Tokyo." Ozu has described his

technique (in "Ozu on Ozu"): "Given the tendencies of the times, I

couldn't do much with silent films. I couldn't avoid adopting talkie

techniques to this silent. For example, I dared to insert the subtitles
of A's dialogue into a close-up of B, who is listening to A."

(OVER)
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What Did the Lady Forget? (1937), 73 minutes, sound with English subtitles.

"Komiya, a professor of medicine, has taken up golf at the insistence

of his very pushy wife, who wants him out of the house so she can hold

court with several of her gossipy suburban friends. His niece Setsuko,
a very sassy young woman visiting from Osaka, falls for Komiya 's young
assistant Okada, whom Mrs. Komiya has conscripted to tutor her cronies'

children. When Setsuko discovers that the professor stashes his golf
clubs at Okada 's apartment and goes to a bar on the Ginza, she follows

him to the bar and returns home very drunk. Poor Komiya finds himself

caught in the middle of a spat between the independent Setsuko and his

traditionally-minded wife. Finally, Setsuko returns to Osaka and hus-

band and wife are reconciled.

"Up to now Ozu's main subject had been the parts of Tokyo occupied by
laborers and lower level white-collar workers, but here he focussed

on a posh residential area of the city, Kojimachi, and lightly satarized

its citizens. Ozu at this time had himself just moved from Fukugawa,
an old area in the heart of Tokyo, to Takanawa, one of its more

affluent suburbs. He claimed this had nothing to do with the picture
he made, but in any event from this picture onward monied suburbanites

became his primary subject.

"Another reason for the change was Ozu's wholehearted (at last) con-

version to the virtues of talkies. He saw an opportunity here to

capture the flavor of suburban housewife chatter and put it to comic

use. For contrast, he brought in the character Setsuko, with her thick

Osaka accent and the brash manners of a spoiled merchant's daughter
of that city.

"Finally, for collectors of esoterica, this is the only one of Ozu's

extant features in which Chishu Ryu does not make an appearance, even

in a bit part." - David Owens, Japan Society
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NEW AUSTRALIAN FILMS BY DIRK DE BRUYN.AND OTHERS

February 27, 1986 - Dirk de Bruyn in person.

"In the current economic climate Melbourne film artists are re-examining the cheap

tools of the hand-made film and home processing. There is a perceived need amongst

a group of filmmakers to gain artistic control at all ends of the process to open

up possibilities for creative shortcuts that save money and enhance the product.

There is a movement to integrate an array of techniques which were first used

innovatively 15 years ago in an earlier cycle of 'no-budget' filmmaking." (DdB)

Program

1) Exacuate (1985) by Sue McCaulay and Michael Buckley, 6 min. , mag. sound - A
movement through faces, animation. An ode to early German cinema.

2) Etrusco Me (!985) by Marie Hoy and Marcus Bergner, 5 min., opt. sound - Scratch
animation manipulates the human form.

3) Short Lives (!984) by Neil Taylor, 5 min., silent - Abstract animation.

4) Rainbow Diary (1985) by Ivor Cantrill, 16 min., opt. sound - Hand drawn onto the
film surface with felt tip pens. Sound by Chris Knowles.

5) Doppleganger Films (1985) by Marcus Bergner, super-8mm sound, 8 min.

Intermission

6) Frames (1986) by Dirk de Bruyn, from Cha Hit Frames , ca. 10 min., opt. sound -

Animation exploring abstract form and movement, use of neg-pos afterimages.

7) The Muscle (1984) by Kelly Hoare, 3 min., silent - A muscle is manipulated by
two hands.

8) Feyers (1979) by Dirk de Bruyn, opt. sound, 27 min. - "
Feyers is an exploration

of closed-eye vision. I was looking for textures and shapes that one encounters
when closing one's eyes. The fire has been supplanted by television for staring
into during the evening. The film works with a similar trance-like state and
invites the viewer to build personal imagery from the film's shapes. Technically
the film recycles sequences of images, slows and speeds up sequences to try and

bring about a trance-like state." (DdB)

San Francisco Cinematheque
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MOHOLY-NAGY AND THE '20s ABSTRACT FILM

Saturday, March 1, 1986

Spiritual Constructions (1927, 7 min) and Love Games (1931, 3 min.) by Oskar
Fischinger.

Spiritual Constructions is the only substantial Fischinger silhouette
film which remains today. It begins with the phrase "Mir ist so merwurdig,
als sei die Welt betrunken" (How very strange - as if the world were drunk!)
and uses silhouettes to transform two drunks into fantastic creatures of
each other's imaginations. Love Games is a meditation on love and repro-
duction and on positive and negative particles in space, in which cometlike
figures perform, merge and procreate. - Museum of Modern Art Catalogue.

Anemic Cinema (1926, 7 min.) by Marcel Duchamp.
"Translating the nine linguistic configurations of Marcel Duchamp 's film
Anemic Cinema is impossible. Not only do these phrases make constant use of
alliteration and the pun, both of which devices refer implicitly to the
French language, but also Duchamp 's particular language may be understood only
as it appears in this film... In Anemic Cinema , Duchamp follows regular sjmtax
but the apparent reason for his word choice has more to do with alliteration
and consonance than with any clear referential meaning. To a French-speaking
person, these phrases appear as nonsense, yet the viewer will try to deal
with them as he/she is used to dealing with language The words spite them-
selves as . non-referential, and the artist's opaque language ingeniously
exploits traditional definition." - Katrina Martin, Studio International
Vol. 189 no. 973, Jan. -Feb. 1975.

The following transcriptions and suggested translations are also taken from
the Katrina Martin article in Studio International .

Bains de gros the pour grains de beaute sans trop de bengue.
Baths of vulgar (defecation) tea for beauty marks without too much bengue.

L'enfent qui tete est un souffleur de chair chaude et n'aime pas le
chou-fleur de serre chaude.
The child who nurses is a sucker (blower) of hot flesh (food) and does
not like the cauliflower of the hot glass-house (brothel)

(flowering genitals) (sexual grasp)

Si je te donne un sou, me donnera-tu paire de ciseaux?
If I give you a penny, will you give me a pair of scissors?

On demande des moustique domestiques (demi-stock) pour la cure d' azote sur
la cote d'azur.

(Wanted) They are asking for some domesticated mosquitoes (half-stock)

(OVER)
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for the nitrogen cure on the French Rlveria.

Inceste ou passion de famille, a coups trop tires.

Incest or family passion, in blows too drawn out (in intercourse too much
had) (with necks too far stretched) •

Esquivons les ecchymoses des esquimaux aux mots exquis.
Let us flee from (Let us cleverly excape) the (ugly) (perverse) (disgusting)
bruises of the Esquimoes who have exquisite (seductive) words.

Avez vous deja mis la moelle de I'epee dans le poele de I'aimee?
Have you ever put the marrow (penis) of the sword (spy) into the stove

(cunt) (fur) (funeral shroud) of the loved one?

Parmi nos articles de quincaillerie paresseuse, nous recoiranendons le

robinet qui s'arrete de couler quand on ne I'ecoute pas.
Among our articles of lazy hardware, we recommend the faucet (penis)
that stops running when no one is listening to it.

L'aspirant habite Javel et moi j 'avals I'habite en spirale.
The aspiring (blowing, sucking) (ambitious) one lives in Javel (cum) and
me I was living (had my domicile, penis) in the Spiral.
((This is an anagram of syllables in mirror order, approximating a 'palindrome .) )

Ballet Mecanique (192A, 15 min.) by Femand Leger and Dudley Murphy.
"Leger's painting, though broadly attached to the Cubists, always contained

incongrous, directly drawn figurative elements. Ballet Mecanique seeks a

similar juxtaposition. Some sequences are simply live-action shots, others
are animated circles and triangles, and yet others come in-between, either the
animation of figurative elements - like disembodied legs from a stocking
advertisment - into abstract relationships, or the transformation of normal

photography into simple images or shapes." - Malcolm LeGrice, Abstract film
and beyond .

Film Study (1926, 4 min.) by Hans Richter.
"Film Study is certainly 'dream-like', but a dream constructed from film,
and in no way a film made to describe, report or simulate a dream... The method
of connection between sequences in Film Study is first and foremost visual
and rhythmic, which is its strength." - Malcolm LeGrice, Abstract film and

beyond .

Emak Bakia (1927, 18 min.) by Man Ray.
Man Ray, an American artist living in Paris, gained his noteriety for his

experiments in photography, in which he pushed the limits of the material
in a quest for surrealistic visions. He named this film for the Basque
villa where some of the material was shot ("Emak Bakia" means "Leave me alone"
in Basque). In it, he juxtaposes images that evoke the elements of cinema -

a multieyed camera, neon and street lights projecting into darkness, prisms
reflecting light - with Dada emblems, such as dice, and introducing a

fragmented narrative.

Berlin Still Life (1926, 8 min.); Marseille Vieux Port (1929, 9 min.);
Lightplay; Black White Gray (1930, 6 min.) by LSszlo Moholy-Nagy.

Berlin Still Life and Marseille Vieux Port are city portraits , documenting
their locales with the acute and sensitive eye that Moholy-Nagy used in his
still photography of this period. Lightplay. . . is composed of sequences of
his kinetic sculptures, shot in various degrees of close-up. The sculpture is
conceived in terms of shadow and reflection on various rotating metal planes,
some of which are perforated to allow light to pass through.
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THE FILMS OF CHRISTOPH JANETZKO

March 2, 1986

Christoph Janetzko lives in Braunschweig, West Germany, where he has studies
painting and graphics as well as film. In addition to his filmmaking, Janetzko
has lectured on film in West Germany. He has been in New York for the past
six months on a grant from DAAD, a German governmental agency for the arts.

Tonight's program is presented with the co-sponsorship of the Goethe Institute,
San Francisco.

Fenster (1979, 16min.)
A mosaic film, its picture is composed of six small fields set together in two

groups of three images, placed parallel on the upper and lower half of the
screen. The basic element of this mosaic is the landscape view through a window
in the countryside, vast fields which gradually ascend to distant woodland.
In countless gentle variations this view changes from picture to picture -

partly only the shot, partly only the lighting distinguishes one small field
from the next, partly the season changes in accordance with the corresponding
vegetation and color scene, filters, the shooting-speed, the happenings in
the countryside. Many pictures are multi-exposed, amounting to strange
formations, yet without impairing the basic character of the landscape and
its harmonic tranquility. The singing of Buddhist monks from Tibet in their
endless, trance-like repetition of the same musical trait are slightly dis-
torted rhythmically by Janetzko and interspersed with noises from nature.
What emerges is a weightless, almost humorous, yet all the same meditative
music which emphasizes the subject matter of the film in its endless, slightly
varied repetition.

Change (1981, 30 min.)
The film comprises two basic shots: the view from the window of a room to a
back yard, and a zoom out of this window. The soft brown tones of the brick
work have a calming effect; and the only gently moving objects in the film
are a few birds flying about, and washing that flutters on a line. The
compositional structures are similar to those found in Dutch Baroque landscape
painting (bipolar composition). They are achieved by the zoom movement, and
in the end create a new form or Gestalt. Frequently recurring events underline
the planar qualities of the film and demonstrate that all effects of depth
in the film are anyway an illusion. When the overall picture suddenly turns
red, orange or yellow, one does not percieve this as a transformation of the

photographed reality, but as an interference to which the image alone is subject.

SN (1984, 15 min.)
The title is an abbreviation of the topographical term "North/South." The
alternation of directions sets the theme of the film, the interior and ex-
terior of life in the country, inside and in front of an old farmhouse
where a musician lives. His music, a dog, a small child, old bricks and
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walls or the scene in front of the house, views from inside the window and of

the landscape from the original material. Optical printing, multiple genera-
tions and scratch marks subject the film to a further work process, adding
comical, cheerful moments that lead to the loss of the film's pastoral
character as well as its portrayal. A new musical rhythm and neon-like,
occasionally shrill visual effects penetrate the peaceful image. But these
effects never quite win the upper hand so that the rural peace isn't destroyed,
but only expanded by modern technology through emotions and states of con-
sciousness during the film.

SJ, (1985, 15 min.)
Previously exposed found footage from 1911 to the present is organized -

like collage out of materials in fine arts - so that the material out of which
the films are made generally has been formed into a new filmic event , and

usually invisible elements are exposed. An optical printer specially
contructed by Janetzko allows the elements of light and movement to over-
come the normal narrative sense of hands, people, trees, etc. Janetzko

pursues an elementarisation of filmic devices, to provide in a strict montage
a formal description of film, and to bring forward a reflection about his
own media.
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March 6, 1986 — SUPER - 8 FILMS & PERFORMANCES BY RICHARD LERMAN

Richard Lerman was born in 1944 in San Francisco and lives today
near Boston. He has worked in electronic music since 196 3 and now
teaches performance art and filmmaking at the Boston Museum School. In
recent years he has worked with John Driscoll, The Merce Cunningham
Dance Co., The Dance Exchange, and Sound/ Image/Events. He is currently
director of the series, Sound Art at Mobius , a 2 year series presenting
the work of 13 international sound artists, and of the Sound Art at
Mobius Festival which will feature 18 sound artists collaborating in
10 separate events in June 19 87. He has been invited to the 19 86 New
Music America Festival in Houston to perform his piece , A MATTER OF
SCALE, inside the Astrodome.

Films:
THE FILM TRANSDUCER SERIES (19 82-85) S— 8 mm. sound

The Transducer Series is a collection of Super-8 sound films which use
hand-built microphones as camera subject and audio input. The micro-
phones are fashioned from everyday items such as window screens, aluminuru
foil, credit cards, copper strips, etc. Films form the Transducer
Series:
#10 Copper Strip Alone
#11 Copper Strip on Fire
#12 On Board the SS Edgerton w/ Brass Screen Tube, a Blue Ribbon

Microphone, and a Copper Screen

#15 Drifting with Spiders
#16 David and Sharon with Pond-life
#18 2 Pieces in the Snow
#20 2 Square Microphones in the same Month
#22 French King Bridge w/ a Straw Microphone

Sound Pieces :

MUSIC FOR PLINKY AND STRAW
This piece uses small amplified instruments (straws) as sound sources.
The straws are cut with scissors, creating a sound like an organ pipe
and plucked string.

CHANGING STATES
Self-built transducers made of different metal materials are heated with
a small blowtorch; the sounds of the expansion and contraction of the
metals "changing states" are heard.
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8:00 p.m.

Geneva , Super-8, silent, 9:00
Fields of light and movement emerge from a grain-filled night sky, and

eventually sharpen into more specific fields of abstraction. Filmed at the
Geneva Triple Drive-In in Daly City using the Nizo Pro Inter-veloraeter.

Rescission , Super-8, silent, 5:00
A rythmic, mildly hypnotic study of a fascinating, sometimes threatening urban
environment. The word "rescission" is a term used by the financial services

industry, meaning to revoke an earlier agreement.

Functioning of the Gland in Relation to the Stimulus , 16mm silent, 3:00
Just as the shadow is shaped by the contours of the roadside, activity occurs
in the human brain which is triggered by the physical environment. While we
often feel we are in control of our thoughts and feelings, we are sometimes
reminded they are tethered to the physical world.

Degrees of Limitation , 16mm silent, 3:00
A hand wound Bolex camera is wound one additional crank for each successive
shot. Each time I try and run up the hill until the camera stops.... Our
limitations are artificial, self-imposed. The object is to reach my goal,
within those limitations, before the camera runs out of film.

Corporate Accounting , 16mm sound, 8:00
Made without a camera, using rolls of microfilm borrowed from a local corpora-
tion. Contact printed, two feet at a time, under an enlarger lamp. Pieces of
tape intersect every two feet. Hand shadows appear periodically. Sound is

generated optically by the image.

Flight Attendant , 16mm silent, 7:00
Filmed at the S.F. International Airport. A strategy of transcendence,
triggered by means of movement through many "planes" of an obsessive geometric
structure. Saturation of color, repetition, and surface tension aggravate and
loosen the connection to a simple reality.

(break)

1 1/9/85/Las/Vegas/NV , Super-8 sound, 6:00
In Las Vegas, there is a law that forbids picture-taking in the casinos. This
film is an exercise in playing the odds. What particularly interests me about
it is that the camera, rather than observing the action, becomes itself the

catalyst for the action.

LVN/Redux , Super-8 sound, 3:00
A companion to 1 1/9/85 , a more personal point of view. Details of the
environment emerge and intrude. Two dimensional surfaces are given life by
ambient sounds... coldly comfortable.

. . .over. . .
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Texturale , Super-8 sound, 7:30
The title is a pun referring to both written language and texture. Floures-
cent-colored bumper stickers come cascading gently down a quiet mountain

stream.

The film represents a direction my recent Super-8 work has taken. The question
I address is: how can I fill the frame, and with what? Though the bumper
stickers are obscene and absurd against the pastorale of the stream, on

another level they are moving blocks of glowing color, passing through the

frame; location and content become subordinate to shape, pattern, color,
movement. Action taking place in a two-dimensional plane is a critical
reference to the two dimensional nature of the projected image.

Assisted by P. Powers.

Tie Film , Super-8 sound, 3:00
Another "fill the frame" film. After working in the business world for a

couple of years I realized I had amassed a lot of neckties. The patterns and

shapes are the stars here; the ties are symbols of personality, disembodied
from the person, oddly suspended in an environment of consumerism. If

clothing symbolizes our individuality, where is the real person? How is

individuality effected in a consumer society?

Language Film , Super-8 sound, 5:00
Another "how to fill the frame" film. Geometry plays a key role, both in

terms of the shapes and in terms of their positions in relation to the camera.
Rather than draw the shapes on paper and film them on an animation stand, I

chose to put them into a real space to see how time and environment are

disrupted by the animation process. Again, the two-dimensional plane is

central to the activity.

The shapes are computer language symbols. Technically they are words which
could be grouped into sentences. The sentences are meaningless because the
word selections are based on visual appeal rather than definitions, so they
can only be read in terms of a visual language for which there are no words.

Assisted by Kathleen Tyner.

Probability of the Event , Super-8 sound, 5:00
Headlines bespeaking bizarre occurrences surface before the camera at a busy
intersection in San Francisco's financial district. Passers-by seem largely
detached from the activity; perhaps in the crowd's midst is a person living a

similar story. Patterns and colors occupy the frame in a baroque fashion that
has been cheapened by modern sensibilities.

Assisted by Peter Herwitz.

Low Resolution TV
, Super-8 sound, 5:00

Brings us back to the first film of the evening, with added sound, the screens
splintered into metallic fragments and the glowing images reduced to simple
shapes, colors and backgrounds. Popular culture abstracted, oddly anchored to
its own values.
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HENRY HILLS & JEFF PREISS

March 20, 1986

JEFF PREISS

Jeff Preiss, who has been the director of photography on a number of

independent features and is co-progranmer of Films Charas on the Lower
East Side, is primarily concerned with the daily process of recording
images with his 8mm Bolex and organizing them into semi-narrative home
movie romances. He is on the Board of Directors of the Collective for

Living Cinema.

Pre-Spring Stop , 20 min.

"Standard 8mm urban and rural adventures presented in 16mm blow-up.
Pre-Spring Stop , a spring fever serial, a marraige of casual senti-

mentality and the rigor of formal celebration." - J. P.

Ludlow Street Parts I & II , 22 min.

The block association's storefront, Abigail films Justine , Peter
describes Margaret giving birth, Henry eats a bagel, Leon with his

boa, and more.

HENRY HILLS

Henry Hills, the first president of the Foundation for Art in Cinema

(parent of the San Francisco Cinematheque) , editor of the Cinemanews
from 1977 to 1980, and currently on the Board of Directors of Filmmakers'

Cooperative, is primarily concerned with making semi-corporate home
movie nightmares.

' Kino Da ! , 1981, 4 min.
Stars San Francisco poet Jack Hirschman.

Money , 1985, 15 min.
Presents state-of-the-art of New York performers in state-of-the-
art film terms, featuring John Zorn, Ron Silliman, Pooh Kaye, Yoshiko

Chuma, Charles Bernstein, Arto Lindsey, Diane Ward, Alan Davies, and

many more poets, dancers and musicians. "It'll titillate your
retina more than any MTV clip, critiquing that medium all the while."
Katherine Dieckmann, New York Talk

North Beach II, 1979, 12 min.
The San Francisco neighborhood transformed through the magic of single
frames .
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ALBERT KILCHESTY/JERRY ORR

March 23, 1986

ALBERT KILCHESTY

Albert Kilchesty is a former affiliate of Berks Filnmakers '

, Inc. and is

currently program co-ordinator at Filmforum, Los Angeles. He lives on the

fringe of the Mojave Desert.

The Singing Cell , 1981, 5 min.

An orbic meditation filmed during the Autumn Equinox with assistance from a

benevolent light-spirit guide—loosely based on fragments from James Merrill's

Scripts for the Pagaent . Dedicated to all chanteurs and chanteuses who under-
stand the necessity of "singing so that they do not lose the way." (Statement
attributed to St. Francis in eponymous novel by Nikos Kazantzakis.)

Bagatelles (selections), 1979-85, 10 min.

The Bagatelles are an ever-growing series of film miniatures - short, private
visions in a light, whimsical style. While several films in the series are

nothing more than mere trifles (one connotation of "bagatelle"), the majority
of films were grouped under this title because of their rhythmic and musical
movement ("bagatelle" designating a short musical piece, especially one for

the piano). The majority of films in this series are straight, unedited camera
rolls. The selection of Bagatelles this evening are: Shuttle , 1981: last ride
on the Reading railroad; Bedford St. , 1980: an urban romance; Americoda : Self-

Portrait , 1979: the pleasures of remote control. . .the foot of an errant seaman..
a portrait of the filmmaker in balmier days.

Pastorale , 1982, 5 min.
A rural landscape (Blacksmith Farm in Yellow House, PA.) owing a certain debt

to a damaged camera.

Oliolinka , 1980-86, 10 min.

A reaping... a personal document of time spent in/around the verdant Oley
Valley, Pennsylvania. "Oley" is a shortened form of "olinka" meaning "kettle"
in local Indian parlance = "valley" through a quick leap of the bucolic

imagination. A stew to appease the demons of memory.

Film descriptions by Albert Kilchesty.

JERRY ORR

"I am an observer of people, things and events. I am intensely interested in

looking at and in hearing what's going on around me and inside me. Then, some-
times I sense a need to try to find a way of expressing a particular experience
or process with graphic, visual-kinetic images either alone or in combination
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with contrapuntal sound images. Most of my films come together either during the
moments of shooting (in camera) , or after repeatedly watching the footage I shot
and then restructuring it (or part of it) through editing and/or rephotography.
So far, sound has always come later in the process after I have shaped the image (s).

Usually it's not initially a well thought out, predetermined structure from which
I work. The overall structure is more likely to emerge or develop as I work and
has a significant intuitive component. The ideas I attempt to follow in developing
my work serve a useful function for me, but they are ultimately disposable and
fall by the wayside in the face of the immediate film viewing experience.

What is really important to me is that the films are integrally energized. That

energy can be quiet, intense or anywhere in between. My films generally reflect
different moods (energies) depending on my relationship, at the time, to "objects"
that seem to be other than myself. What I film is usually something I see/feel
as a gift to me; I use the film medium to approximate something of that "gift
experience" for myself and others. Ultimately my completed films become formed

retrospective summaries which are also here and now experiences. A lot of the
time I'm not sure how the forming comes about, or even where its impulse comes
from." - Jerry Orr.

Super-8 Films:

Pond , 1984

Quiet energy (water creatures) living near the State Hospital where I work.

Carousel , 1985
A film etude by numbers.

Eye over Niagara, Falls , 1984
A facsimile with beginning, middle and end.

Chance Hand , 1984

Digits beget Digits.

Harbor; Martha's Vineyard , 1986
A mirage created by a camera and projector.

Re: Cycle , 1986
Two generations of film recycled.

A Wink in Time , 1985

A magical celebration.

Paracinema :

Eternal Sea , 1984, Super-8/sculptural screen, image.

Merry-Go-Round , 1985, Super-8/sculptural screen, image.

Film descriptions by Jerry Orr.
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CELEBRATING JAMES' BROUGHTON : .AN EVENING OF FILMS AND POETRY

Thursday, March 27, 1986

Tonight the San Francisco Cinematheque has the honor of presenting a one-evening
retrospective of one of San Francisco's most illustrious native sons, James Broughton.
Broughton remains the only established American poet who has been consistently
engaged in film-making as a form of poetic statement. In 1975 he received Film
Culture's Twelfth Independent Film Award for his outstanding work of thirty years
and was cited as 'the grand classic master of the Independent Cinema.*

Broughton was an original member of the Art in Cinema group who exhibited at the
San Francisco Museum of Art in the late forties. His collaboration with Sidney
Peterson in 1946, The Potted Psalm , helped launch the postwar experimental film
movement in the U.S.A. His first solo film in 1948, Mother's Day , now considered
a classic of poetic cinema, is included in the collections of all major film museums.
In 1953 under the sponsorship of the British Film Institute he created the comic

fantasy The Pleasure Garden , which was awarded a special jury prize at the Cannes
Festival of 1954.

During this same period Broughton was active as a poet, writing and reciting and

printing poetry. He founded the Centaur Press with Kermit Sheets, launched San
Francisco poetry readings with Robert Duncan and Madeline Gleason, and wrote for
the Interplayers Theater. His first book. The Playground (1949), was a verse play.
Since then he has published more than twenty other books, including A Long Undressing ,

his collected poems through 1971. Recently he has also produced Seeing The Light ,

a volume of thoughts and meditations on film aesthetics.

Broughton resumed active film-making in 1968 with The Bed , a work commissioned by
the Royal Film Archive of Belgium. Since that time he has produced a new film

nearly every year up to 1983 (recent films made in collaboration with Joel Singer) .

These include The Golden Positions , This Is It , Dreamwood, Testament , and Erogeny ,

which have won prizes at film festivals throughout the world. Retrospectives of
his work have been held at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, the National
Film Theater in London, the Centre Beaubourg in Paris, the Danish Filmmuseum, and
the Conservatoire d'Arte Cinematographique in Montreal.

For many years Broughton taught in the School of Creative Arts at San Francisco
State University as well as at the San Francisco Art Institute, where he helped
create an approach to teaching film-making which became synonymous with the re-
vitalized San Francisco film scene.

PROGRAM

1) The Pleasure Garden (1953), 38 min. , b&w — "A joyous musical fantasy celebrating Love
in the Park and the victory of the pleasure principle over all prudes and killjoys.
It was made in London with a professional cast and shot in the ruined gardens of
the Crystal Palace." (J.B.)
"It's on the side of the angels. It's a great testimony for Love."—Allen Ginsburg

(over) 77ie Foundation for Art in Cinema
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2) This Is It (1971), 10 min., color -- "This is It/ This is really It/ This is all

there is/ and It's perfect as It is." (J.B.)
"It's simple, inspired, and ecstatic. To watch Broughton's film you need a certain

silence, a certain descending to the more subtle, more fragile levels of your being—
otherwise, the film and its content will not reach you, it will break to pieces."—Jonas Mekas, The Village Voice

3) Windowmobile (1977) with Joel Singer, 8 min., color — "The film is shot through
and at a window, superimposing and conjoining, thereby elaborating events on both
sides of the glass. Broughton's accompanying poem sings the same song as the images,
sounding from an Eden of the golden passing of days:

"They were seeing the light every day then...

They were looking and they were seeing
They were living there in the light at that time"

—Robert Lipman, On the Films of Joel Singer

A) The Gardener Of Eden (1981), written and narrated by James Broughton, photographed
by Joel Singer, 8^5. min., color— "Filmed on the paradise island of Sri Lanka, this

intense poetic work celebrates the eternal dance of nature's sexuality, and sings of
the lost Eden we all search for but do not expect to find.

In the midst of his fertile garden, while he awaits Adam's return, God tries to keep
is eye on all the flowering exuberance he has seeded... The music is performed on twin
conch shells, and the central actor in real life is the most famous horticulturist
in Ceylon." (J.B.)

5) Devotions (1983)with Joel Singer, 22 min., color — "Devotions is the vision of
a world where men have forsaken rivalry and taken up affection, thereby creating
a society that relishes a variety of comradely devotions.

The film takes delight in observing the friendly things men can do together, from the
odd to the rapturious, from the playful to the passionate. These events appear in a

series of cameo duets performed by men of all- ages and appetites.

The tapestry of changing scenes is strung on a narrative thread: the personal romance
of the two makers of the film, as they discover their own affections and interweave
them with those of their friends. In the end they assert their hope that loving
comradeship may yet be the happy norm for the world.

The film was made over a nine month period on locations from Seattle to San Diego,
and included the participation of some forty-five couples.

The music, scored for flutes and gamelan, was especially composed by Lou Harrison." (J.B,

There will be a wine reception honoring the artist at the completion of the grogram.





AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO

By Roberto Rossellini

Sunday, March 30, 1986

"I think fantasy is always less than reality."
- Roberto Rossellini

Roberto Rossellini was born into an aristocratic lineage of
architects and builders. "My father was a very wealthy person,
so I did not have to worry about my life. I was very curious. I

spent my time mainly r\anning around, seeing things and having lots
of adventures. But Sunday was the day dedicated in our home to

spending with my father. Artists and people of great value came
to the house. That was the weekly training to thought. My father
built the first modern movie theater in Rome in 1919. I was allow-
ed to go to the movies even fifteen times a day. It was the great
moment of the movies. I started to see Griffith, Murnau, and
Stroheim. Then my father died very suddenly and after two or three
months we realized we vere absolutely broke."

Rossellini had gotten to know many film people who had been
friends of his family, and so began working in editing and dubbing
while setting up a small studio of his own at home. He made a num-
ber of amateur shorts about nature. "In these short films one can
trace my wanderings as a young man: the discovery of life as em-
bodied in a buzzing hornet, or in the fish in a stretch of water."
From the very beginning Rossellini seemed more inspired by his
love of nature than attracted to the cinema for its own sake.

During this period the Fascists were recruiting young mem-
bers of the middle class, and Rossellini became involved in the
official cinema, working on a screenplay and re-shooting a feature
in 1938. He was influenced by the film work of Francesco De
Robertis, a naval officer, writer and director who was the spokes-
man for a direct cinema, using exclusively non-professional actors;
more realistic and closer to documentaries than to fiction films.
De Robertis became chief of the film office of the naval ministry
and in 1941 commissioned Rossellini to set up a documentary on the
work of a hospital ship. This developed into his brilliant pre-
miere feature, LA NAVE 3IANCA, a love story shimmering with his
mature genius. It was dedicated "to all the war wounded and
those who cared for them." The compelling music was composed by
his brother Renzo, who continued throughout Rossellini 's career
to score and enrich his cinema. It is at this point with war
raging that the first of Roberto's three great stylistic periods
begins to blossom: the period he called "Neo-realism. "





For Andi-e Bazin, Neorealism was a global description of

reality that resisted political, moral, psychological, logical,
social, or what-have-you analyses of the characters and their
actions. It took reality as a block which is .indissoluble .

Rossellini has said, "It was to look at man inside the event and
not see the event outside man. There are many kinds of Neorealism,
everyone had their own. Mine was only a moral position, an effort
to understand myself and to place myself inside a phenomenon, to
be clear. The main thing was to start doing something new, and
getting rid of the studios. So we tried to develop all kinds of
techniques in order to use what was available to us. The real
reason behind it was economical, not aesthetical, although it
turned out to also be aesthetical. One of my main problems through-
out my career was to have a guarantee of freedom, which means work-
ing with little money. The less you spend the more you have to
conceive. This also involves excitement because the work is much
more creative, and you have to control the work more because you
have to push everybody."

Films from this period include the highly dramatic OPEN CITY
(there wasn't enough money to process the negative until three
months after shooting) 1945, GERMANY, YEAR ZERO made in 1947, and
the penetrating and very greatest of works, PAISAN, made in 1946.
This film, which contains six stories of the Allies retaking Italy,
begins modestly, continues modestly, and then pushes the viewer
beyond all concept further and fiorther into reality. Rossellini
comments, "Art is the power to condensate in one thing something
that can give the view of wider horizon and help understand even
through emotions. I think art is that. It means you are fully
involved. If you are involved with your brain and also your heart
then only are you fully involved." Two other post-war works of
special power that must be mentioned at this point are the reli-
gious comedy, THE MACHINE TO KILL EVILDOERS, 1948 and the historic
recreation THE FLOWERS OF SAINT FRANCIS, 1950.

About this time Rossellini married Ingrid Bergman, who left
a successful career in Hollywood to live with Rossellini and be-
come the center of five extraordinary works. STROMBOLI, made in
1949, and VOYAGE TO ITALY, are perhaps the most
exceptional. Rossellinx used the married couple as the vehicle
for his philosophical explorations. The tension between ego and
the ground of reality which demands our giving up personal terri-
tory in order to love, is thoroughly and overwhelmingly depicted.
There are few films which can surmount the rather insular and hyp-
notic nature of the medium itself. These two works do. They are
highly noble, technically crude, aesthetically right home movies.
Rossellini 's stance, so to speak, is pure discovery. Seldom in
cinema are we allowed to participate in an exploration of reality
which is so naked and disarming. In many ways they are the first
modern movies, and in many ways they are the best modern movies.
They echo our history and make our hearts reverberate with imper-
manence. Rossellini has said, "How can you reach such a humble
thing like piety if you look at yourself with pride. You must just





reverse the thing for the real values to come up. The truth is

something very, very small, very, very humble and that is why it
is so difficult to discover it. If you have no humility how can
you approach the truth? How can you make an error? You can build
an opinion but that is pride. The whole point is that either you
have faith in human beings or you don't. If you have no faith in
them then you must convey a message because you want to take ad-
vantage of them or train them to think like you. If you have
faith in human beings the procedure is completely different. You
can suggest and tell people what you have had the possibility to
collect, observe and see. You can give, but very smoothly, your
point of view, which is there as soon as you have made your choice,
The choice comes from personality, one thing attracts more than
another. There are people who like to beat others and there are
others who like to be beaten, but you can escape from a thing like
that. My purpose is never to convey a message, never to persuade
but to offer everybody an observation, even my observation. Why
not?"

Jacques Rivette stated in Cahiers du Cinema #45 in what is
still one of the finest articles on Rossellini, that "on appear-
ance of VOYAGE TO ITALY all other films suddenly aged ten years."
George Sanders reportedly broke down in tears two or three times
during shooting because of Rossellini 's method of writing and
blocking dialogue. Sanders was used to being given a full script
to prepare before shooting. Rossellini wrote as he went along,
keeping many pieces of paper in his pockets which he would hand
out right before shooting. He created on the edge and spark of
reality, making scenes come to life only in the presence of the
actual location with the actual players at hand. We are with him
in this discovery, we are not being given a film as an object .

In 1958 Rossellini left for India which begins a transition
to his final period of work known as historical or educational.
"That was a very particular moment in my life, because I was mar-
ried to a great, great actress. The point was that I risked too
much and we were hated. I don't know why. Our films were not at
all successful and we had big problems as we had three children.
She was aware of the problems and she thought it would be wise to
return to the industry jiust in order to save the material means of
our life. I appreciated the thought very much, I believed it was
wise. Unfortunately I was absolutely unwise myself and I did not
want to be the husband of a great star. So very peacefully, very
quietly and with a very full understanding and tremendous human
compassion we decided to break. It was very hard, because we
loved each other and we had three children. It was very, very
painful. I thought the best thing to do was to go very far, and
I decided to go to India.

"I left with the idea of doing a film, but I didn't know what.
I had a camera, negative and spaghetti with me, because I wanted
to survive well there. But I made the mistake of taking something
like a hundred pounds of spaghetti to India, only to find it all
over India. I got a car there and in a year I covered something
like 56,000 miles, and if you imagine what I covered with trains
and aircrafts, I think I saw the country. I spent time looking
arovmd and seeing the place. Later I decided what to do."

INDIA, made in 1958 in color (I don't believe there are any
more existing color prints that have retained their color), is a





film with four diverse stories of earthly simplicity and power.
"The film is more a document than a documentary. I have tried to
convey the truth, that's all." This very rarely-shown film is so
worth seeing.

In 1960, with the making of the visually stunning VIVA
L* ITALIA, Roberto Rossellini began the epic project of organizing
the history of human thought from the cave-dwellers to the present da-
He developed a new, even more objective style, utilizing color
film (less had to be '^done to render the image as ordinary) and al-
most eliminating montage filmmaking as such by the use of very
long takes, photographed with a zoom lens for which he redesigned
a very fluid motor. Through very careful staging and pacing, he
allowed scenes to xonfold and stay visually charged through panning
and zooming. Reality was actually allowed to unfold without the
editor's hand. Rossellini edited these works himself, often in
three days, as nothing was covered from multiple angles. He used
all non-professional actors. He chose people who were the part
for him, and used their personal characteristics contrapuntally
as points of subtle drama. A very stiff person might be used to
play a very aggressive character, for instance. He tried for non-
emotionalism. He wanted to instruct the world, to show us our
human history, our development of basic ideas of government,
science and philosophy. He felt that if we could only see clearly
that the human race with the technological developments which have
come out of the industrial revolution could survive successfully
with true spiritual reality. He wanted us to understand what is
and what could be. He wanted to clarify the history of human
thought so that we might be able to evolve further.

"For fifteen years I have been experimenting to promote a new
didactics through images. It is an attempt that aims at arriving
easily and concretely at integral education. So far I have pre-
pared over forty hours of filmed material. Here is the list ac-
cording to historical chronology:

THE STRUGGLE OF MAN TO SURVIVE, 12 hours, 1967
(cave-dwellers to journeys into space)

THE IRON AGE, 10 hours, 1964
SOCRATES, 2 hours, 1970
THE MESSIAH, 2-1/2 hours, 1974
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES, 6 hours, 1968
ST. AUGUSTINE, 2 hours, 1972
THE AGE OF THE MEDICI, 4 hours, 1973
(the development of mercantilism and humanism)

BLAISE PASCAL, 2 hours, 1972
RENE DESCARTES, 2-1/2 hours, 1970
THE RISE TO POWER OF LOUIS XIV, 1-1/2 hours, 1966
VIVA L' ITALIA, 2 hours, 1960
(Garibaldi's attempt to unify Italy 1860)

YEAR ONE, 2 hours, 1973
(setting up a democracy in Italy after vnvil)"

In 1977, Roberto Rossellini died at the age of seventy-one.
He had been preparing a series of films on the Industrial Revolution,
one on Karl Marx, and one on the American Revolution.
His plans for future projects were infinite. He had become greatly
concerned with growing world pessimism comparing this period of time





to the period approaching the first millennium, and the inability
of filmmakers to depict characters that could adapt to the changing
modern reality and be heroic. In a speech given late in his life
at the Festival of New Cinema in Pisaro, Italy, Roberto said,
"...art seems to have taken upon itself the task of defending the
most conventional behavior common to most men - that behavior
which makes them mistrust all change and progress. But an art
that limits its subjects to the representation of the inability of
man to adapt to his own world, loses, in my opinion, weight and
importance. This lack of vision reduces art to a few subjects
which are mainly pathological: unadaptability, incommunicability ,

alienation, sexual abberation, violence.

"We know that the essential job of every artist^ whether painter,
sculptor, novelist, filmmaker, etc., is to transfer his audience
from his own world to one which art is able to create or evoke.
When the world represented in the work of art is similar to the
world in which the audience lives, then the artist must have the
capacity to endow this world with a clarity and a transparency
that will make it appear in all its significance. Through this
potential capacity, the artist also undertakes the mission of ed-
ucator .

"

I would like to conclude with a section from a brief article
written by Isabella Rossellini in 1979 titled "A Daughter's Memory"':

I remember when we were very little the game we
loved the best was the one we used to play with
Papa. He would be in bed, lying on his side, pre-
tending he was a sow and we children were his pig-
lets. My father would have actually liked to nurse
his children if it had been at all possible. Papa
would spend every day in his pajamas lying in bed,
but he slept very little. He stayed in bed because
he was careful not to waste his energy. He was sur-
rounded by us, his books, and every newspaper think-
able. Next to his bed was his Moviola. He would
edit each of his films at home, taking only a few
days, and it was still in bed that he received his
collaborators and students with whom he spent hours
experimenting in the effort to simplify already
existing cinematic techniques. The critics have
divided his work into three periods: Neo-realist,
the films with Mama, and the educational films.
For my father, his work had a singular sense of
continuity, an enormous drive to understand and
to know . . .

Papa loved to show his passion for life, his joy,
his sense of fun, refuting any solemnity. For Papa
tenderness was more than just an implicit part of
his personality. It was a conscious moral choice
by which he lived.

Notes by Nathaniel Dor sky
Sources: Jose Luis Guarner ' s book Roberto Rossellini ; praeger, 1970.

victoria Schultz's interview with Rossellini in the
Spring 1971 Film Culture magazine, #52.
Program nor.es^ the 1979 tribute to Rossellini at the
Public Theater, New York City.





MULTIPLE PROJECT IONS

by Paul.Sharits

Thursday, April 3, 1986

PYRAMID , 1985, triple projection with overlapping Images, 15 minutes;

I SPECCHI , 1982, for 3 slide projectors, 15 minutes;

RAZOR BLADES , 1 965-68, double projection, 25 minutes;

3D MOVIE , 1975 (released 1 98O) , double projection with glasses.

STATEMENT REGARDING MULTIPLE SCREEN/SOUND "LOCATIONAL"
FILM ENVIRONMENTS - INSTALLATIONS by Paul Sharits

"Film" can occupy spaces other than that of the theatre; it can become "Loca-
tional" (rather than suggesting-representing other locations) by existing in

spaces whose shapes and scales of possible sound and Image "sizes" are part of the
hoi istic piece.

I have found this form of film-making and display^ using "more than one project-
or," more and more meaningful (and imperative if I wish to truly actualize my in-

tent of developing a clear ontological analysis of film's many mechanisms and du-
al isms) .

In 1974 I wrote:

In both my single-screen and multiple-screen works, what is primary to me is

this: our first motion recording mode is nearly obsolete and, before it disappears
into vague memory, ontological documents of its objects-processes should be reg-
istered. The film artist must put social responsibility above aesthetic motives.
At present, it is understandable that not many persons are deeply engaged by
cinema's subtle dualisms, perhaps because the medium still seems so accessible.
This attitude gives rise to a general >uew that what is uppermost is what one
does with the medium, how one uses it, rather than what its modes of being are.
I do not share this general sensibility. Nevertheless, I am very deeply concerned
with extending my work to a "general public" and, by way of "locational" display
of cinema, allow that public to share with me a respect and enthusiasm for the

primary structures of cinema. I would like to bring cinema into a new non-exclu-
sive, non-theatric mode of presentation. Frank Lloyd Wright convincingly dedicat-
ed himself to an architecture which, in its J/ery form, would be ethical and dem-
ocratic. I believe that cinema can manifest democratic ideals in several ways:
(1) if it exists in an open, free, public location (the material of commercial
cinema, and its typical exhibition in authoritarian, directive, illusion-inducing
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theatrical space precludes this very basic condition); (2) if the form of presenta-
tion does not prescribe a definite duration of respondent's observation (i.e., the

respondent may enter and leave at any time; the film's basic nature, like Nature,
should be evident to the respondent at a glance so that the respondent is not

coerced into spending time awaiting the so-called "unfolding of a plot");
(3) related to the preceding axiom, if the very structure of the composition is

non-developmental; there should be an openness,; a flow of variations on an

immediately apprehensible system of elements; in Nature there exists a dynamic
of oscillations and cycles and this should constitute the primary compositional
principle of democratic film forms (whereas the classical Russian directors used
the "montage principle" to formally express the essence of Marxism); (k) if the
content of the work does not disguise itself but rather makes a specimen of

itself; a diagnostic analysis of the qualities and functions of film as physical-
perceptual fact is called for (this Is not to say that the work lacks the quality
of engagement and interest; I only wish to stress that It should not engage the

resF>ondent by way of being. In itself, of consequence - rather, It should emulate
the reflecting surface of a large body of water, which has an intriguing structure
but which is neither didactic nor narrative.

As an incidental note I'd like to mention that I felt deeply rewarded by the

responses my first multiple-screen Installation piece elicited when it was prem-
iered at the Contemporary Arts Museum in Houston, March 1972. Respondents, in

particular, children, enjoyed the piece to the extent of cpmlng-going-comlng
back-leaving agai n- return ing (like the looped films themselfes), bringing with
them other persons, some of whom grasped the primary conception, appreciated it

and left quietly.
So, in these location pieces there exists both an uncompromisingly aesthetic-

analytic devotion to document the structure of cinema and an intent to display
the work In a manner accessible to any interested person.

I have a more open view of the situation now than I did when the above was
written - the use of "ontology" has receded from the position of being a high
priority and concerns with behavioral psychology and medical pathology have be-
come increasingly prominent; human Images, given up for images of various film-
strips in 1968, returned to my work in I976, a reflection of the new concerns.

FI Im Culture magazine #65-66, 1978, pps. "79-80, an entire Issue of this magazine
devoted the cinematic work and writings of Paul Sharits.
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STAN BRAKHAGE; THE COLOR OF TIME

April 17, 1986

Western History , 1971, 8 min.

"A thumbnail History of the Western World, all centered around the
basketball court." - S.B. Blurs of light fade in and out of focus.
A basketball bounces down the court, to be transformed into the

bottom of a sneaker. The roving eye/lense sketches the new religions
of the westas they supplement the old.

The Horseman, the Woman and the Moth , 1968, 26 min.

"A long myth drawn directly onto the film's surface, which is painted,
dyed, treated so that it will grow controlled crystals and mold-as-
textures of the figures and fomns of the drama - some images stamped
thru melted wax crayon techniques, some images actual objects (such
as moth wings) collaged directly on the celluloid. . .so that the pro-
tagonists of this myth (as listed in the title) weave thru crystalline
structures and organic jungles of the colorful world of hypnogogic
vision - edited into 'themes and variation' that tell 'a thousand and
one' stories while, at the same time, evoking Baroque music... the

primary musical inspiration being the harpsichord Sonatas of Dominico
Scarlatti." - S.B.

The Riddle of Lumen , 1972, 17 min.
"The classic riddle was meant to be heard of course. Its answers are
contained in its questions; and on the smallest piece of itself this

possibility depends upon SOUND - 'utterly,' like they say... the pun is

pivot. Therefore, my 'Riddle of Lumen' depends upon qualities of LIGHT.
All films do, of course. But with 'The Riddle of Lumen' the 'hero' of
the film is light itself. It is the film I'd long wanted to make -

inspired by the sense, and specific formal possibilities of the classical

English Language riddle. . .only one appropriate to film and, thus, as

distinct from language as I could make it." - S.B.

Sincerity III , 1978, 35 min.

"In the autobiographical tradition of earlier Sincerities, this film takes

up the light-threads of our living 14 years ago when the Brakhage family
found home and 'settled', like they say, into some sense of permanence.
This quality of living in one place tends to destroy most senses of

chronology: thus along lines-of-thought of growing and shifting physicality,
events can seem to be occuring simultaneously (a thot-process 'kin to

that of 'The Domain of the Moment'), and the memory of such a time IS

prompted and sustained by details of living usually overlooked or taken-

for-granted (such as Proust's cookie which prompted 'The Remembrance of

Things Past). Michael McClure's 'Fleas' and Andrew Noren's 'The Exquisite
Corpse III' were additional sources of inspiration for the making of this
work." - S.B.
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STAN BRAICHAGE -- "PAINTED LIGHT" '^'lUIS

April 20, 19 R6 - Stan Brakhapie in person

progra:i

1) Pop; Star Man, Part II (1963), 7 min., 16Tnn.

2) Dop Star Han, Part IV (196A) ,
5 rrdn .

,
16Tnn,

3) TIiip,li Line Lvre Triangular (1961), 5 min., 16nim,

4) Sexual Meditation: Motel (1970/80), 6 min., filmed in rep^ular Bmn,
released in 16mm, IS f . n . s .

5) Skein (1974), 5 min.. 16mm,

6) "Ke Uas Eorn, He Suffered, He Died" (7974), 7% min., 16mm

7) Nodes (1981), 3 min., 16mir.

S) The Garden Of Earthly Delights (1981), 2?i min., 16mm, 18 f.n.s

9) Hell Spit Flexion (1983), 1 min., 16mm, 18 f.n.s

10) Purgation (1985), % min., 16mm (reduced from 70mm Cinem.ascone) ,
IP f.r>

11) "existence is song" (1985), 15sec., 16mm (reduced ^rom 70mm I-Max) ,
IS

(over)
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- AN EVENING WITH -RUDY BURCKHARDT

—May 3, 1986, 8:00 P.M.

"The films have no rhetoric, they have a sort of dance continuity and an intense

lyric imagination in viewing and relating to everyday fact. Though everything
is clear, the visual images are brief and diverse. The fun, as with ballet, is

discovering them actively. Often people don't catch on to the fun the first
time they see such a film. They wait passively for a message. But once you
have caught on, these films become a more and more singular experience, and
remain so. They are like no others." —Edwin Denby

PROGRAM

1) The Pursuit Of Happiness (1940), b&w, silent, 5 min. , 18 f.p.s.

"People moving in mid-town New York, relating to a fire hydrant, a crack in

the pavement and to each other. Quiet moments of buildings alone, only a

barbershop sign moving, and some startling camera tricks at the end." (R.B.)

2) Up and Down the Waterfront (1947), b&w, piano by Willie "the Lion" Smith, 10 min.

"A documentary of tugboats, bridges, wholesale markets, old men sitting on

wharves, pitching pennies, and a bum's rush from a bar." (R.B.)

3) The Climate of New York (1948), color and b&w, music by William Flanagan, 20 min.
"

courses among empty lots and children and their elders enjoying a quiet
Sunday in Astoria (Queens), through subways, to buildings at dusk in Manhattan,
with perceptive, stark clarity that beautifully preserves the past."—A.H. Weiler, N.Y. Tim

INTERMISSION

4) Central Park In The Dark (1985), color, 8 min. —"A Collaboration with Charles
Ives, Christopher Sweet and Yoshiko Chuma's School of Knocks." (R.B.)

5) In Bed (1986), color, 22 min. —"A collage film from scenes and moods collected
over a year. With many beautiful women in country and city and Chopin played
by Gena Raps." (R.B.)

6) Dancers, Buildings and People in the Street (1986), color, 16 min. — From and
for Edwin Denby. Douglas Dunn and his dancers rehearsing a new work, con-
trasted with everyday people moving among and under New York buildings.
Incidents in the studio and in the street, and after-dark carlights between
dancers performing. Electronic sound by Ron Kuivila." (R.B.)

There will be a wine reception for Mr. Burckhardt at the conclusion of the program.

San Francisco Cinematheque
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FILMS BY VINCENT GRENIER & KLAUS WYBORNY

May 15, 1986 - Grenier in person.

PROGRAM

By Vincent Grpnler ;

World In Focus (1976), 20 min. , color, silent. 24 f.p.s.

While Revolved (1976), 12 min., color, silent, 18 f.p.s.

Architecture (1981), 8 min., color, silent, 2^ f.p.s.

Tremors (1984), 13 min., color, sound, 24 f.p.s.

Untitled (1936), Ih min., silent, 24 f.p.s.

By Klaus Wyborny

Unreachable Homeless (1978'> , 33 min., color, silent. 18 f.p.s.

There will be a wine reception for Vincent Grenier at the completion of the

prngram.
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GRADIVA - A FILM TRILOGY (1982-4)
Conceived and Realized by Albert Gabriel Nigrin

Stripe Tease (1983)

Conceived, Directed & Edited by Albert Nigrin
Assisted by Irene Fizer, John Bartle & Rosemary Passantino
Shot Between September & December 1982

Length: Version 1-12 minutes
;
Version II - 15 minutes

Filin Gauge: Color/BSW Super 8mm
Music: Selections from Laraaji's Day of Radiance Ambient 3 EGS 203

Roedelius's Jardin Au Foil Barclay 90291
Bill Nelson 'TTa Belle et La B^e Mercury Whirl 3

Stripes intrigue since they conceal and reveal, allowing as well as preventing per-
ception and comprehension. What they overlay, they shred into even pieces, establishing,
at the same time, an orderly and fissured image. (The glass shards, which appear later
in the film, perform similarly: multiplying and thereby breaking up an image, which,
although uniformly reflected, is not readily intelligible.) The camera plays upon
its own theme with its rapid cuts on a static object, moving too quickly for the eye
to put the image together at once. In this way, the camera teases: by leading the
viewer on/in and then denying total apprehension. The title's allusion is made clear:
a strip tease, a gradual, public derobing, titillates by prolonging the moment of

complete disclosure; by perpetuating an in-between state, it excites the spectator.
Images are revealed in the film, made public, but the spectator will wait in vain for
a full disclosure of meaning, for the wholly nude body. A cohesive narrative does not

emerge; the images mean only to intimate — to tantalize. What the viewer desires,
therefore, is a fulfillment, an ability to see everything and state conclusively what
the film was about. The film desires much the same: it is itself a reaching for ful-

fillment, a movement toward an object it wishes to envelop, know. (The salmon fighting
the upstream current in order to mate, the mouth awaiting the candy.) But the problem
remains the same: how much of that object can be attained? The camera, involved in

enclosing, catching, imprisoning"an image, can never achieve a total capture. The
revealed images, like a stripped/striped body on a stage, always remain (partially)
concealed, out of reach.
* The stripes can be suggestive of prison bars, or of a cage, while the fishing net
is another kind of collection of stripes — orderly lines made to encircle a prey.
The net has openings which uncover the face, but it is also a kind of shroud.

Irene Fizer

/Grid/Lock/Wed/Lock/ (1983)
Directed and Photographed by Albert Nigrin & Irene Fizer
Edited by Albert Nigrin
Cast: Irene Fizer, Albert Nigrin & Rosemary Passantino
Shot Between January & September 1983

Length: 17 minutes
Film Gauge: Color/B&W Super 8mm
Music: Selections from Pat Metheny and Lyle Mays's As Falls Wichita , So Falls Wichita
Falls ECM-1-1190

/Grid/Lock/Wed/Lock/ is a visual odyssey which transports viewers inside the grey matter
of shadows and leaves them spinning there. Using a technique called "the carefully
controlled accident," the camera records concrete realities, spontaneously and instinc-

tually manipulated. By employing an array of camera tricks (including filters, anamor-

phic lenses, pixilation, slow motion and others) these ordinary locales and objects
become the molding clay for allegorical representations. /G/L/W/L/ is a claustrophobic





film, where the camera forces the viewer into bent-over, upside down and twisted posi-
tions. The gaze is led into a cramped kaleidoscopic world of moving shadows and re-

flections. Yet the closed world of /G/L/W/L/ reveals a drama - the union, separation
and subsequent reunion of two figures lost in a labyrinth of fragments and cages.

Albert Gabriel Nigrin

Gradiva (198A)
Director : Albert Nigrin
Photography: Albert Nigrin, Andrew Daddio, Irene Fizer & Dennis Benson
Editor: Albert Nigrin
Cast: Dennis Benson, Irene Fizer
Shot Between October 1983 & January 1984
Film Gauge: B&W Super 8mm, B&W 16mm, %" Video

Length: 16 minutes
Music: Original Score composed by Michael Nigrin. Performed by the Carnegie-Mellon
University Woodwind Ensemble.

The idea for Gradiva" began with a short scenario by Antonin Artaud called 18 Seconds.
In 18 Seconds a man who is an actor stands on a street comer and what happens in his
mind over 18 seconds is described over a much longer film time. The actor has almost
achieved greatness, success in career and love, but, realizing he has missed a step,
he suddenly loses the ability to express himself. Although mentally lucid, he ceases
to communicate. He is at a loss; images are all he sees. He can no longer narrate them
and through narration control them. He disconnects. The images become shadow boxes
in which he imagines himself in control again, but objectively he is beyond that point.
The imaginative threshold of the actor/artist through which he once passed easily, back
and forth, has closed to him, leaving him on the wrong side. Artaud s hero seeks a

way back but things end badly. As shooting progressed, Artaud 's hero was trans-
formed into the character in Gradiva

,
another person who has lost his way in the world.

Nigrin had been reading A Lover's Discourse by Roland Barthes and the section on Gradiva
led him to Freud, who had gotten the story from Wilheim Jensen.
Gradiva deals with a man who constructs/creates an idealized image of a woman, seduc-
tive but false. However, there also exists a real Gradiva, a person, who, seeking to

slowly wean the hero from obsession, consents to play at the ideal for a time so as
"not to awken the dreamer too abruptly; gcadually to unite myth and realit/." For Freud
and Barthes the amorous experience simulates the analytic cure. In Nigrin 's film,
Gradiva soon tires of the game. The film deals with the point of loss. Gradiva is

intangible, fading in and out, always a step away, no matter the speed of approach.
Gradiva is ambiguous, a mirror image, kind and gentle, false and deadly. The hero is

caught in a web and is not as sympathetic as he may first appear. He has consented
to spin the web; he creates the scenario in v^ich he is forced to act.
Gradiva is the third film in a trilogy that includes Stripe Tease and /Grid/Lock/Wed/Lock/ .

Besides the presence and contributions of Irene Fizer, all three films deal with the
nature of relationships. They depend on image and montage rather than narrative for

meaning. In his work on the American avant-garde. Visionary Film , P. Adams Sitney des-
cibes a type of film he calls the "trance film." All three of Nigrin 's films fit Sitney 's

definition, but Gradiva most fully... In a trance film an actor moves along in a land-

scape of which she or he is not a part. The landscape is unfamiliar and ominous.
The world of these films is aesthetically rather than logically conceived. There is

always a sense of separation... In his three films Nigrin is concerned with light and

shadows, masking and revealing; strange equivalencies that seem to be two contradic-

tory things at once, the real and the imagined, the found and the lost, waking and sleep-
ing, freedom and control, love and self. One should not seek literal meaning in his
work as some stories are not stories at all; some stories have no point.
Gradiva has two movements. In the first part of the film the movements are all upward.
The second half is descent that culminates in a fall. The hero manque moves in pursuit of
the illusory Gradiva, the woman he creates, yet who fails to materialize for him.

*In Jensen's work, Gradiva derived from the Latin means
"the woman who steps along."





Notes on Aurllia or Echo In Her Eyes: Part 3

Conceived, Directed, Edited and Photographed by Albert Gabriel Nigrin
With Irene Fizer (Woman) and Dennis Benson (Man)
Music by Michael Nigrin & Jack Rusnak
Sounds recorded by Albert Gabriel Nigrin
Shot on location in Barcelona (Spain), Paris and Nice (France), Florence (Italy) and

central New Jersey.
Gauge: Super Smii B+W

Length: 13 minutes 25 seconds

Funding was made available in part by the New Jersey State Council on the Arts/Department
of State. ...

Aurelia is based in spirit on Gerard de Nerval's novella Aurdlia . "The Cathedral = La

Sagrada Familia (the Holy Family), Barcelona, Spain designed by Antonio
Gaudi .

Scenario (Abbreviated): A woman sleeps, dreams. She is seen through a keyhole. Cathedra
bells begin to ring. "Our dreams are a second life. I have never been able to penetrate
without a shudder those ivory or homed gates which separate us from the visible world.
The first moments of sleep are an image of death; a hazy torpor grips our thoughts and it

becomes impossible for us to determine the exact instant when the 'I,' under another form,
continues the task of existence. Little by little a vague underground cavern grows lighte
and the pale gravely immobile shapes that live in limbo detach themselves from the shadows

and the night. Then the picture takes form, a new brightness illuminates these strar^ ap-

paritions and gives them movement. .."(from Gerard de Nerval's Aurelia). Flashes of light
are synchronized to the ringing cathedral bells. A choir begins to sing and the woman
enters a grotesque cathedral whose facade appears to be melting.''- She ascends one of the

belltower spiral staircases, climbing to the top, some 300 ft. high. At the summit, she
enters a vast "terrain vague" brandishing a mirror which deflects the sunlight into our
line of vision. A ritual calling. Suddenly, a mysterious man wearing a hat appears, as

if summoned by the light. The man's hat hides his face from us, he moves as if sleeping -

a somnambulist or a spectre? The woman begins to scratch her arm profusely while the musi
becomes more pronounced. The sun hides behind the trees. The man and woman appear togethe
walking through the "terrain vague." Th^ fall asleep and dream of a murder where the man
is done away with by the woman. The cathedral begins to shake and crumble, while the wom£

hurriedly exits the shrine before it is decimated by artillery fire. In the epilogue, the

woman, now awake, recalls/remembers an enignatic & troubling dream.

Albert Gabriel Nigrin

Stills from Albert Gabriel Nigrin's Aurelia (1985) with Irene Fizer & Dennis Benson





Notes on Aurelia or Echo In Her Eyes: Part 3 page 2

Interpretations : Nigrin's recent films concern themselves with dreams, and within the
dreams with falls, falls not from grace but from reality. Images of desire, translated
into film worlds, are conceived aesthetically rather than logically. The translation
causes confusion in the viewer and dreamer alike.

The hero of Aurelia , a woman, creates what she sees yet is controlled by her own visions.

Images escape her consciousness, uncensored by the guard of reason. She gazes on the world
she has constructed and does not recognize it, nor actually partake of it. She is detached,
always a step removed. While another figure may appear in the frame, it is actually an

image of her creation and close to herself. Narcissism applies to the dreamer and artist
alike. At the close of Aurelia the woman lingers, rethinking the scenario which has just
played and which is her work; she prepares new variations.

In the dream the proliferation of the day's images is refined and reduced into simpler,
but more enigmatic renderings. The world of color and movement translates into one of stone
shadows and light. The dream takes the form of a rite, a journey. In it the dreamer depart
and loses her way. While her movements seem measured, they are in fact aimless. When the
dream has extended to the furthest point, it snaps back on itself, collapsing violently.

In art and in dreams desire plays itself out. Desire is always based on absence; erotic

power is expanded by lack. In its extreme states desire is obsessed with death, the most

permanent of human absences. AJ lowed too much power, desire becomes malaise, an irrespir-
able atmosphere, a violence uncontained. It is self-destroying, but also exquisite.

The central set in the film is Gaudi's Cathedral of the Holy Family in Barcelona. Al-

though originally planned by another architect, Gaudi turned the cathedral into his own

vision, a life's work which was never completed. It was conceived as a haunted ruin, anti-

cipating the way other European cathedrals would look after world war. In our personal
iconographies, the collapse of our dreams and the loss of love can take on the power of a

city's destruction. In A Lover's Discourse , Barthes quotes from Wahl's Chute : "This is
what death is, most of all: Everything that has been seen, will have been seen for nothing."

"We sense the night's soft breath
Now we are weary, how weary
Can this perhaps be death? Strauss 4 Last Songs

Dennis Benson

Stills from AURELIA (1985) Albert Gabriel Nigrin
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through the city, I saw the men tearing down and building up the world.

Meanwhile, fish were being killed for my evening meal." - S.F.

Hapax Legomena II (Poetic Justice) by Hollis Frampton, 1972, 31^ minutes.
"In (Poetic Justice) , Frampton presents us with a 'scenario' of extreme

complexity in which the themes of sexuality, infidelity, voyeurism are

'projected' in narrative sequence entirely through the voice telling the
tale - again it is the first person singular speaking, however, in the

present tense and addressing the characters as 'you', 'your lover',
and referring to an 'I'. - Annette Michaelson, Filmmakers Cooperative
Catalog #6.

Let's Be Pals by James Irwin, 1985, 7% minutes.
"Let's Be Pals engages in an amusing and accessible dialogue with the
audience about the nature of the film experience: 'Gee, /the/world/is /hard/
on/us , /so/let

'

s/make/life/more/free/and/easy, /for/each/other . /Let
'

s/be/

pals ! /If /you/were/my/pal , /you/would/give/me/money . /Lots/of /it . /But/you/
won' t. /Some/pal. /" - Scott MacDonald, Afterimage , March 1986.

Spiritmatters by Peter Rose, 1984, 6 minutes.
"A silent dialectical monologue on the simultaneous perception of both

space and time; a film which functions as both object and process." -

Peter Rose, Canyon Cinema Catalog Update, 1984.

The Is /Land by David Goldberg and Michael Oblowitz, 1982, 27 minutes
"The Is/Land uses the experience of reading (and of not being able to

read) filmic texts as a means of examining the interrelationship between

language and politics. Both Goldberg and Oblowitz are natives of Cape
Town who came to New York in the 1970s; the focus of their film is South
African apartheid. Various kinds of information are used: footage of
events and places recycled from a propaganda film produced by the South
African government in order to promote foreign investment; printed (mostly
computer-generated) texts about or relating to the nature and history of

apartheid; passages of narration about the events and placed documented;
footage of newspaper/magazine documentation of apartheid; passages of

narration; and a map of Africa." - Scott MacDonald, Afterimage , March 1986.
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SECOND GLANCES;

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

Part I: Thursday, June 12, 1986

Money by Henry Hills, 1985, 15 min.

Presents state-of-the-art of New York performers in state-of-the-art film

terms, featuring John Zorn, Ron Silliman, Pooh Kaye, Yoshiko Chuma, Charles

Bernstein, Arto Lindsey, Diane Ward, Alan Davies, David Moss, Abigail Child,

Sally Silver and many more poets, dancers and musicians. "It'll titillate

your retina more than any MTV clip, critiquing that medium all the while."
Katherine Dieckmann, New York Talk

Lenin Portrait by Peter Hutton, 1981-82, 12 min.

Button made several visits to socialist countries while living in Berlin

during 1981. One resulting film, Lenin Portrait , continues Button's
interest in composition and the subtlety of the photographed image.

Unicorn by Donna Cameron, 1986, 17 min.
The unicorn is a magical beast. In the film Unicorn a unicorn and a

boy meld and escape, in a series of allusions shot in New York, Athens
and Paris.

Area Predictor by Bill Baldewicz, 1983, 7 min.
"This film, shot with the aid of a 5-cent item from an army surplus store,

subtlely issustrates the areal extent of contamination by radioactive
materials expected from small nuclear weapons—up to 1 megaton (1 MT) bombs.
Before it became surplus, the 5-cent "area predictor" was intended for use
as an overlay on military maps. The film, too, uses maps along with camera-
leak 'blasts' to suggest nuclear warfare.

"The film alludes to the often overlooked fact that the greatest damage
likely to result from nuclear-power industrial accidents is not direct
destruction of life and property, but rather, extensive land and water
contamination by low, but unsafe, levels of radioactivity. The same
statement may also be true for nuclear weapons exploded in areas of low

population." - B.B.

Low Resolution TV by Scott Stark, 1986, 6 min.
"Fields of light and movement emerge from a grain-filled night sky, and

eventually sharpen into more specific fields of abstraction. The screens

splinter into metallic fragments and the glowing images reduce to simple
shapes, colors and backgrounds. Popular culture abstracted, oddly anchored
to its own values." - S.S.

(OVER)
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SI by Christoph Janetzko, 1985, 15 min.

Previously exposed found footage from 1911 to the present is organized -

like collage out of materials in fine arts - so that the material out of

which the films are made generally has been formed into a new filmic

event, and usually invisible elements are exposed. An optical printer
specially constructed by Janetzko allows the elements of light and move-
ment to overcome the normal narrative sense of hands, people, trees, etc.

Janetzko pursues an elementarisation of filmic devices, to provide in a

strict montage a formal description of film, and to bring forward a

reflection about his own media.

Syntagma by Valie Export, 1983, 17 min.

"The 'body' and specifically the 'woman's body' is often used as a focus
for questions of origin, subject-object relations, political resistance and

sexuality. It may appear that this is also the central issue of this film,

yet Export's notion of 'body language' poses an ironic relation to these

questions that actually acknowledges 'the end of the body' or at least
the final break with the way in which we understand it to be a biological,
existential or metaphysical entity... Export has broken away from any
notion of unity - either of body, space, or time - into a fragmented
world of doubling and differences that is caught in representation." -

Valerie Manenti
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SECOND GLANCES;

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

Part II: Sunday, June 15, 1986

knowledge is as red as a raspberry by Chika Ogura, 1983, 5 min.

"In this film, I wanted to represent women's temperature changes and the

stream of time. I am interested in women's temperature as it changes by

cycles. When I think about such a delicate constitution of women's body,
I cannot help thinking about the wonder of nature. The relationship
between women's body and the stream of time is interesting to me. I made
this film using this idea." - CO.

Roses of Isfahan by Peter Herwitz, 1984, 5 min.

Herwitz composes densely concentrated plays of light and shadow through
subtly nuanced rhythmic timings. Roses of Isfahan is a highly charged
visual reverie of imagined places and lost moments.

What's Out Tonight Is Lost by Phil Solomon, 1983, 12 min.

"With material culled from various home movies (mine and others) , I began
to make a film as a note in a bottle about an evaporating friendship. The
film gradually began to veer off into other disappearances surrounding me
at the time. Images of (different) women tempered and shaped by using the
film's surface texture as a kind of emotional weather (inspired by Wallace
Stevens' use of the metaphor of weather). An attempt to repair the

darkened lighthouse under adverse conditions." - P.S.

Poor Young People by Medora Ebersole, 1985, 4 min.
Rural life in Peru becomes a metaphor for the horror of mankind's displace-
ment of nature.

Ludlow Street Newsletter #1 by Jeff Preiss, 1985, 10 min.

"The block association's storefront, Abigail films Justine , Peter describes

Margaret giving birth, Henry eats a bagel, Leon with his boa, and more." - J. P.

Big Brother by Caroline Avery, 1984, 8 min.

Avery cuts out and collages minute particles of super-8 film to create
a magically inventive world. With painstaking effort, she constructs her
films and transforms them into dense and complicated visions.

To Die Dreaming by Steven Weisberg, 1983, 7 min.

"Nicaragua, besieged by the CIA, finds equanimity in everyday life. A
North American view." - S.W.

The Answering Furrow by Marjorie Keller, 1985, 30 min.

"Owing to Virgil's Georgics , translated by Thomas Carlysle, With assitance
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from Hollis Melton and Helena Kaplan. Music: Charles Ives, Sonata for Violin
and Piano #4 ('Children's Day at the Camp Meeting') and Ambrosian Chant

(Cappella Musicale del Duomo di Milano) . Filmed in Yorktown Heights, New

York; St. Remy en Provence, France; Mantua, Rome and Brindisi, Italy; and
in Arcadia and the island of Kea in Greece.

"The music works with the image to parallel the trace of history. Ives
recalls Protestant hjrmns, they recall the origin of the hymn in Milanese
music of the 12th century, which allows for that music closest (in my
experience of recording and making this film) to the hum of bees and the
hum of amplifiers, the Orthodox Greek chant." - M.K.
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TEXT AS IMAGE

NEW DIRECTIONS IN AMERICAN FILM

Thursday, June 5, 1986

"The use of narrative and dramatic prose (and poetry) as raw material
for cinematic adaption has been so extensive and so consistent throughout
film history that we can easily make the unconscious assumption that this

particular relationship is the only interesting, important juncture of literary
and filmic arts. In the past two decades, however, experimental/avant-garde
filmmakers working in North America have extended the history of a different
interface between the two areas. If one thinks of literature not simply as
a series of stories elaborated in prose, poetry, and drama, but as the use
of written and printed texts to engage the reader's mind in a literary
experience, one discovers a considerable number of interesting films in
which the act of reading is so crucial that without it the particular
experiences the filmmakers are providing would not exist.

"Of course, reading has been part of film history since the beginning,
first to indicate title and director, and very quickly, in the form of

intertitles, to help sustain increasingly complex narratives. . .The moment
there was an alternative, 'avant-garde' cinema, filmmakers were exploring
the possibilities of visual text... As American avant-garde/experimental
filmmaking proliferated during the decades following World War II, filmic

explorations of visual text became an important motif in a series of brief
films that heralded the outpouring of image/text moviemaking in the 1970s
and 1980s... By the early 1970s, North American experimental/avant-garde
filmmakers - including some of those already long active - were beginning
to elaborate their interest in the interface between printed texts and other
forms of photographic imagery into works of considerable length and

complexity." - Scott MacDonald, Afterimage Volume 13, Number 8/March 1986.

Texts have been used in a diversity of forms and intentions - as
transmitter of information, as visual imagery, or as a direct intervention
into the process of signification, to name just three. Scott MacDonald
has written an extensive analysis of this development (excerpted above) that
focuses on 15 films released since 1970 that embody this development.
Tonight's program uses MacDonald 's article as a basis for its organization.

Cold Cows by Franklin Miller, 1977, 2 minutes.
"Sentimental reveries of snow-bound cows." - F.M. A bucolic recherche of
better times that uses intertitles to give voice to these apparently non-

lingual creatures.

But No One by Su Friedrich, 1982, 9 minutes.
"In the dream, I was unable to act according to my good conscience. When
I awoke, the women were still outside my window, hard at work. On a walk
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EXPROPRIATED IMAGES; RECENT FOUND FILMS

September 18, 1986

Black Sun Series (tryptich for three projectors) by Chuck Hudina.

"A tryptich using found and original materials in a black and red scheme." - C.H.

RocketKitKongoKit (1986, 30 min., 16mm.) by Craig Baldwin

Nazis and N.A.S.A. in Zaire. "A joint triumph of government and industry."
Mobuto's Congo where one out of every two children die in their first year. A
film of indigenous or non-indigenous blighted materials? Who do these images
belong to? They give dictation. A new kind of jungle movie; a disemboweled
newsreel of invention and indictment.

Right Eye/Left Eye (1983/84, 6 min., Ift^.) by Janis Crystal Lipzin.

"
Right Eye/Left Eye may be viewed as a film by itself or as a part of a three-

projector locational film installation. The installation reproduced the interior
of a photographic darkroom which was viewed by spectators through a series of

eye holes in a blackened window. Viewers activated the installation at will

using a push button switch outside the window.

"The film component of the installation consists of World War II Navy training
film describing an early three-dimensional photo system called Vectrographs.
This film was re-edited and altered in printing by superimposing hand-processed
color motion picture film over the original found footage. The original Navy
film underwent such severe sabotage that its function changes from that of an

instructional film to that of an anti-educational film.

"
Right Eye/Left Eye explores the narrow and often confounding boundary between •

the real and the depicted — two-dimensional and three-dimensional components of

all photographic processes." - J.C.L.

Man with a Movie Camera (blonde; he appears to be young) (1982, 5 min., 16mm) by
Keith Sanborn.

"A didactic treatment of the Reagan assassination event/coverage as spectacle.
Nearly anyone in the world who turned on a television that day, or with regularity
in the following six months, has had the images of the event burnt into his or
her consciousness at the level of myth. Like language itself, these images have
entered consciousness at a depth and with such universality that they seem for

the present to be inaccessible to analysis. These are 'images that understand
us.' The film is an attempt to display something of the institutional quality
of the event/experience as it exists in us: as the control of images and the

images of control. An anti-Report ." - K.S.
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Perfect Film (1986, 25 min., 16inm) by Ken Jacobs.

"TV newscast discard; 1965; reprinted as found maybe in a Canal Street bin,
I guess, with the exception of boosting volume second half.

"A lot of film is perfect left alone, perfectly revealing in its un or semi-
conscious form. I wish more stuff was available in its raw state, as primary
source material for anyone to consider, and to leave for others in just that

way, the evidence uncontaminated by compulsive proprietary misapplied artistry.
'Editing' the purposeful 'pointing things out' that cuts a road straight and
narrow through the cine-jungle; we barrel through thinking we're possibly
going somewhere and miss it all. Better to just be pointed to the territory,
to put in time exploring, roughing it, on our own. For the straight scoop we
need the whole scoop, no less than the clue entire and without rearrangement.

"0, for a Museum of Found Footage or cable channel, library, a shit museum
of telling discard accessible to all talented viewers-auditors. A wilderness
haven salvaged from Entertainment." - K.J.

Covert Action (Is This What You Were Born For?, Part 4) (1984, 12 min., 16mm)

by Abigail Child.

"Abigail Child's conception of a cinema is a radical reworking of Eisensteinian-
Vertovian montage to serve a subversion of cinematic and sexual politics domon-

strating their interaction. A confusing and an enlightening barrage of elements
related and not related. Child's films are kinetic dreams of extraordinary
craftsmanship and sensitivity. Violent juxtapositions, discontinuities in

sound/image create fascinating polyrythms. If most of Child's films are

non-narrative, then Covert Action is curiously anti-narrative, or at least in
search of one in a social world where power-gender relations are questions and

inverted, and in a cinematic world where traditional narrative has exhausted
itself .. .Here rupture and repitition comprise a structured principle. The
film explodes in your face..." - Robert Hilferty, New York Native , April 14, 1986.

"Covert Action uses voice-over with black & white home movies, some of which
has been duped several times. I was interested in reconstructing social/
erotic gestures into a dance that would front their conditioning as well as

relay the multiple hypotheses the film suggests. The result is a narrative

developed by its periphery; the distractions shape a rhizome — anti-genealogy.

"Face to face with the after-effects of accomodating constraints, conditioning
flesh (against) the political economy of our time." - Abigail Child, April 1984.
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THE MEXICAN TAPES:

A Chronicle of Life Outside the Law

VIDEOMAKER LOUIS HOCK IN PERSON

Mexican people have a heritage of migration that has moved back and
forth across the border, building and feeding this nation for more than a

century. Their presence is not a luxury. Nor is it minimal: Los Angeles,
for example, is the second largest Mexican city in the world. Mexican Im-

migration is part of a system of international interdependence that struc-
tures the U.S. both financially and culturally. Latinization is a trend
that will bloom as we approach the 2ist century. Mexicans living in the

U.S., the major national component of this trend, are so marginalized by
the public media that the most common image is of someone being led away
by the arm toward a government vehicle. This image and its 'outlaw' impli-
cations cannot help but shape the popular culture conception and political
sentiment toward all Hispanic nationalities, including those in Central
America.

There is a paucity of documentary film or video productions on the

subject of undocumented Mexicans living in the U.S. This four part series
on the life and times of a community of undocumented Mexican workers will

help fill this void and correct some popular misconceptions about "illegal"
immigrants. Most existing material is superficial and naive, on the level
of television evening news, or Hollywood-style romantic fiction. No clear,
accurate image of the contemporary life of the undocumented Mexican has

publicly emerged. Their life is generally portrayed as a group of men, out

in a tomato field, working for the season then returning home with their

earnings, or as women in sweatshops hunched over sewing machines. Currently,
most Mexicans residing in the U.S. are permanent urban dwellers: families
with two working parents, who send their children to school, pay taxes,

clip coupons, watch T.V., own a car and live in apartment housing. Under-

mining this American style of existence are the chronis hazards of depor-
tation by the Immigration authorities, unstable employment, and the problems
of not speaking fluent English. This tension-filled pluralistic life,
multiplied by millions, has become a major structural element in the socio-
economic make-up of the U.S. In San Diego, California's second largest
city, these people make up ten to fifteen per cent of the population. The
stalled Congressional Simpson-Mazzoli Immigration bill will likely be res-
urrected this year, fully institutionalizing this worker/criminal dichotomy
in its passage. The Mexican Tapes succeeds in providing a more accurate

representation of the underground lifestyle of this undocumented Mexican

population.
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Hock says, "These tapes are not grandiose. They do not attempt to

generalize outside their own backyard. The tapes are an intimate discourse
with and history of a specific group of people: my neighbors. Neverthe-
less, they do, through the diversity of their experiences and attitudes,
represent a large portion of the U.S. Mexican population. The production
is an acknowledgement of their presence and value. Allowing them to tell

their own story gives them a public voice.

"Hemmed in by beach front condominiums, local businesses and the

Pacific Coast Highway, the Analos Apartments in Solana Beach, San Diego
formed a colony of 100 undocumented Mexicans. I lived in this environment
for two and a half years, video taping a chronicle of their lives. In

Fall of 1981, the people were driven out of the apartments by redevelop-
ment of the property and an intense series of raids by the U.S. Immi-

gration authorities. The taping continued as I followed community members
back to their Mexican homes. The resulting Mexican Tapes are a narrative
of three families during this period and the years following."

Tonight, Cinematheque will show a short version of four 27-minute segments
of The Mexican Tapes . A longer version of four 55-minute segments is also

available. Each segment opens with an introduction to the chronicle and its

main characters .
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SMALL GAUGE SIGHTS; NEW SUPER-8 FILMS

September 28, 1986

Tonight's program features work made by filmmakers working almost exclusively
in the super-8 format. In each case super-8 is used by the filmmaker as a

focal point for representing direct, sensual ways of seeing.

Spleen Part 2, The Other World by Peter Herwitz, 1985-86, 5h. min.
"In this series, the filmmaker operates upon himself and his desires. The

propulsion towards a world of 'luxury, calm and voluptuousness' meets with
failure as passions activate but never transcend the surface of the screen.
The other world refers to a place located behind veils where the dreamer
must look to acknowledge some degree of depravity behind the richness of

projected desire." - P.H.

Reveries by Peter Herwitz, 1986, 15 min.
"A poem of intimate spaces, partly as I'd like to see them, partly as ex-
perienced in daily life. The recurring objects and patterns have less to
do with creating an internal world than with a continuous shifting of atten-
tion from the presence of objects to daydream. While the images suggest
an often ecstatic reverie, the sounds check this - and click - keeping me
in place." - P.H.

Juntos en la Vida, Unidos en la Muerte by Willie Varela, 1985, 10 min.

Literally, "Together in Life, United in Death." Writing found on a grave-
stone in a cemetary in San Miguel de Allende, Guanajuato, Mexico. Death's
shadow everywhere.

Passing Through by Willie Varela, 1985, 7 min.

Glimpses of life on the run. Shot in Juarez, Mexico, and Austin and El Paso,
Texas .

Fragment by Ellen Gaine, 1985, 13 min.

Fragment mediates exquisitely on different levels, reflections and shapes
around a body of water... a study about the interplay of the four classic
humours - fire, earth, water and air.

Seasonal Film by Chika Ogura, 1986.

"This film is a diary of the last year and a half. In my life it is important
to feel the seasonal changes. In Japan the seasons change more dramatically,
but here in California the changes are more subtle. It is the feeling I

tried to capture." - C.O.
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VIEWING LOUISE BROOKS

October 2, 1986

The Dream Screen by Stephanie Beroes, 1986, 40 min.

Diary of a Lost Girl by G. W. Pabst, 1929, 100 min.

The Dream Screen is an experimental narrative loosely based on G. W. Pabst 's

Pandora's Box (1928) and on the autobiography of Louise Brooks, the leading
actress in that film classic.

A young woman named Lulu, a woman whose persona is her only creation, through
gestures, speech, makeup, and costume, is riding on a train. During her train

journey, she remembers moments of her life spent with her lover and with her
father. The story of this modern Lulu is a critique of how a woman defines her

femininity in terms of what she perceives others want, and how she is consumed

by the role she wishes to project.

Interwoven with these dramatic scenes are selected scenes from the original
film Pandora's Box , specifically those which focus on Louise Brooks as an
ideal image of woman. For example, shots of the modern Lulu applying her make-
up are intercut in a montage with scenes of Louise Brooks applying her make-
up. The modern Lulu and the original ideal are thus explored in relationship
to one another, as counterparts, one the ideal and the other as the expectation
of the ideal.

A third layer of story is presented with a documentary interview with a young
woman who looks very much like Louise Brooks. In the interviews, our real-life
Louise Brooks look-alike reveals her position vis-a-vis men, in particular her

relationship to her father and his treatment of her. She states that 'my father
saw me not only as his student, his beloved daughter, but more like a lover,
he was obsessed with me' and goes on to explain how this effected her process
of self-identity. Interwoven with these interviews are scenes of the original
Lulu seated on the laps of various older men.

In The Dream Screen , three layers of story are interwoven, scripted scenes of
a modern Lulu, images selected from the original Pandora's Box and a documentary
interview with a young Lulu/Louise Brooks lookalike. All these elements are

placed in counterpoint in order to explore a larger concept, that is, a question
about Lulu as an ideal image of woman, and how such an image and creation of
that image relates to female psychology. What is the problematic of Lulu, what
is the myth of Pandora, the myth of the femme fatale, the image of woman in
relation to men, in relation to her self? What role does the way in which an

image is constructed play in the process of self-identification specifically
for women?

In The Dream Screen I hope to create a meaningful insight into the nature of
what it means to be a female.

Stephanie Beroes





Cinematheque — October 19, 1986

Empathy
An investigation of some of the components of melodrama; a state of speech-
lessness; the inadequacy of our present vocabulary to render emotional

nuances; the shattering of childhood delusions; and, finally, the "empathy"
of images to one another, and the capacity of film to bring the impossible
to fruition.

Some Phases of An Empire
My hope was to bring some voluptuous textures, gestures, and rhythms into
crisis using Quo Vadis as the original material. Social conventions,

amounting to a kind of sexual imperialism, take on an appearance of inevit-

ability through endless repetition and representation. Rather than

"deconstruction," however, I proposed to myself a model of "decomponsition"
or "denaturing," whereby the original elements gre broken down into even
finer particles while additional material clings to them. It is a dance
of simultaneous engagement and disengagement, contradictory messages, mixed

signals; the emperor is brought to his demise through the agency of the

unspoken (and unspeakable); and the unseen (and the invisible).

Big Story
The impetus for this film came about when I was walking up the steps of

a subway station in Boston's financial distriction. I heard the booming
voice of a newspaper hawker as I registered a visual impression of some
tall buildings. I dreamt the structure of the film as a three-part piece
consisting of two groups of three men, and finally a rough-hewn evocation
of the moment that inspired me, on the street. I added a circle, inscribing
some of the windows of the buildings, such as one sees in newspaper photo-
graphs depicting "the scene of the crime." Several years later, I came upon
an appropriate text for a soundtrack: Spiro Agnew's 1969 speech, "Attack on

the Media." Rhetoric, or the language of persuasion, and the voice of

authority can be drained of its sense; although the inflections of the speech
sound familiar, the changed syntax has deflected the power of its argument.

Work-in-Progress
From a film which I expect will be completed next year.

--Nina Fonoroff





Notes for Lyric Auger and Limn IO/19/S6

Lyric Auger is the result of puttering around with
old footage of mine, vivid and evocative images,
playing with them like you would mold clay into an
improvised form. The shots were worked until they
began to set, to get specific about my frustrations
of sight. Literally, sight can be blocked or frus-
trated by physical obstruction, by dimness or bril-
liance, when you feel there's something there you
can't get a good look at. You blink or squint or
move about in order to get a better view; the eyes
get used to the darkness or light; and the objects
can move out of the way. The fog lifts.
Figuratively, insofar as imagination is involved
in sight, moods and sentiments and emotional atti'
tudes both frustrate and enable one to see. I'm
thinking of pride, elation, impatience, guilt, pain,
enthusiasm, habit, experience, etc.
Imagine being the 'desire to look,' which is some-
thing that comes to life inside a person but cannot
be subject to want, cannot be willfully conjured or
extinguished by that person. This is a most power-
ful interference to sight.
It may also be a means of seeing.
Isn't it possible to recognize interference? Of
course. You can look through a window of wobbly
glass and still understand that the buildings out-
side are not twisted and bent. And at that point
you can very easily start talking about appearences
(vs. Reality), And then comes a despair at that
"reality not seen," and the helplessness of solip-
sism.
The title is actually supposed to cover a set of
three films on the reel. The first is story-like,
and one might recognize characters, places and ac-
tions. The second two get more moody and introspec-
tive in their reflections on the first one.





In Li ran the pictures are not reminders of things,
although there will certainly be things that people
will recognize with greater and lesser degrees of
familiarity. There isn't really a particular ex-
perience that the three films, individually or as a

group, are trying to convey, and they are definitely
not intended as portraying 'visual thinking.' I don't
think anyone thinks they think like this film looks.
There is, perhaps, what I can identify as a mood to
the films, which is the feeling I navigated towards
in editing, attempting to keep surprise present.
You might call this a state of mind like being on
your toes or of improvising a musical solo given some
theme. When I listen to a jazz solo it is most
interesting to hear the musician teasing out the
possibilities which the occasion offers to the mat-
erial of the song being played. You hear the musician
quote the melody, evade it, mock it, ignore it, get
stuck in a dead end, get lost, and find a way to get
back to it. Time does not afford the chance in this
situation to correct 'mistakes,' so you have to make
them work for you, sometimes laughing at yourself
and sometimes taking the 'mistake' as a cue to change
your attitude or direction.
Of course in film one has the urge to correct mistakes,
since there is time to go back, and who wouldn't fix
something that looks awkward or clichS or slack, etc?
But the idea in these films is to keep an open mind
to various apparent mistakes (bad shots or cuts) to see

if they can be turned into something good, i.e. useful.

Roughly and in semi-retrospect, the 'themes' of the

three films are 1. Walking, 2. Learing the Names of

Things in Spite of Things, and 3. Trying to Follow
Directions.
I know the films go by pretty fast, but I hope they
can be considered with a somewhat comic eye.





Iilmm«t«r, obc form of Limttc*.

Llmmlnc, ob«. fonn of Limniko.
Umn (lim), v. Now /i/trarjr and mrcA. Alto

5 llmjD*, l/mia. (-7 I/mn^o, 6-7 liinm(«,
limb(«, Itmo*. [Altered foim of LuMIKK v.1

t L tnuu. Tu inamiiiata (Ictlen, in*fiuKTi|X«,

bookt). AIm>«4W. OAi.
14.. Tm^im't //i/Wfm (RollO VII. mj ^ b)«*Koo fijmv

nil Kh«n««l« not to vri« and lumliw (^X ^ (•••If
l}lh c) l]rfni>«| and b)rmj« boolink, f 144* /'rvm/t, /'<irp.

tir/t Ljrmnird, «• buwltjr* (A*. UmjrnMt. *imtni»lmi. t^ty
c4Mrr4«v. ^rr. Cr»K»mi* (Som. Kvc Soc) a^ A «*••
t>«lc« ol Vain Ijrmmvtl*. lui E4.Tor t;«r. 1. r, IKcir (yrM
kll«r* la b« |M)ml«J or Ivmnad. 15^ KiCN L*i. t* T. Cf^m.
nttl in Siryp« /iiVf/. >//«*, I. aaaiy. i;^ A cvrtain uU ot
M. MactiaUn, (<«l<tr«nn( h«r a Wllar from h«av«n, iKal waa
llmn*tl wilK ^oUlan kllrra. ijM DaAWT Hf-mt*, Sm/. I. iv.

H viij b. Anil i( tb«lr lovaa, I** l«<lfn lynKia, Im priiil*<l one*
In U>uli«. Tb«a |«<ci tffi AH ^ Li—mimg iliia-p, .

DIuaraa kynJa* of c«>tuun lo «n«« at (o iimma wilhaJI iwon
valym.

^
i)M faa>:« Ir. JiUmii*»Jt'$ ilitt. CUt* p^ \Vk«n

Umjt wriu l««l««a vnto ani« ^int ip«U (Mnon, thty (lUa |U«

Bar(«nl u/iha {»•*•'. *•«! liMba it.

•f 2. To adom or rmbcUlth with gold or hriglit

colour; to depict fn (jjold, etc). Al»o {,rar*), to

l«]r on (colour^ Oir.
« lS4t Mall CAr<rm- /ftm. K/// 73 Iin»f*« .. r«h<l)r

lymiicd wy«h foUia »«vo Atbyn culoura. »«7j Art f/ /.itu.

minf lilla>|>., Ho« »tlu«r or cotda khatba layvil or lim«>«<J

vppon Ibc tla«. 5>T Kiimimo C'»Mtm. H»tiiuktd 1 1 1. ^90/1
7 hair bannerol* <li^ai«<i,

and richlia liramcd with my (.nUt

arnv««. i6u H. Cooam ir. I'imWi Trmf. aaiii. I4 Tba
Koyal Arm* of l*ortu(al »«r« Umncd la Ooid.

S. To paint (a picture or portrait) ; (o portray,

depict (a aubjcct). \ Formcrlv tp*t. to paint lu

watcr-coloar or ditiemper (•ecLtu.'tiMU vij.t^. s).

t AI»o with /&rf-4, *«/.

15^ Smaks. VVa. <^ Ait. ago Looba, wttaa a PalnUr wooJd
aur(Hu*« tK« lira. In linimin|( out a wall-proportioned ucod.
IM4 CAaaor llmmrlii Ex»m Will vL (1)96) 8j Piciurca
whicb ar« Ivmnad in oyla. lAoy 'I'oracLL /'»Mr-/. Cfmtti
(t6tSl a^a NkoQ ibal famoua painter of Cracca, wbea ba
baj mual citrtoualy limbed forth a liortaa pcrfaclioa (etc.).
idaa WiTHW /W<- k'/r/M M. Whara Apalfea limb'd lo lila

Loatbod Vulcana toualy wila. lAat Miltom A-im»Jf.
Wkt. sSji I! !. .JO H« t«-.v V- .»- • -. ?• <-

r- r -,.r ^

ttciura,
o«' alcKAnl poamj tha4 cannot limna Iha Tika. itij

corr Tritrm. IIL aaavti, ^or tKcra by marie altill, I wia.
Form of aacb ibinf that livinv ia Waa llmn'd in propar dya.
»«34 Maa.OLirMAirT>fa^ ///^r« II. s^Tha dim cbaprl
.. with Scrip4ur« atoriat limnad la iia ancient (Lata. tM4
Cti^k. Mnr. Sept. 335 If ha b« Umoad ari(ht in tl>a caavaa
whicb baa aaacandad lo ua.

b. troHsf. andy^.
IMJ Nasmc A Lttl.C»m/ml. )o with tifa and tpiril lolloino

^•^aw* i( aalu H*« ttt Or*;»H» /r»frium. idoa SHAva.
A. y. L. IL viL 194 A* ml»« ry« dotn hia affiiira witncata
Moat truly limn 'd, and Uuin( in yourfaca. itea MAaaTXMi
Amt. ^ *}*/. Induct., I fear it ia not |<o>.ibl« lo Itiuma au

many p«T«on» in to tmall a tablet aa iba compaua of our
playet afford, i&ts FuL4.aa <;«»/ Tk, <m 0»J 7*., ^/A.r/

C»m4tm/i. aaL (1649I 1} It la aa>ia (or ona to andura aa
ifliclion.aa ha limna it out in hiaown fancla. 1653 Miool*.
tUM & RowLST St. Cittf III. iii, Xybai'i bcaulv but a perfect
wbila and red T Both Kara wall aiia'd limn Irwib ao beautiful.
iMi FatTMAM Ltun -i* aaaviL In Rt$*ftHi (1709) 6of Ha
muu limb

Spirit*
nrvar lir'd. %iSrvBOKo« ffrm PariSt,

fulfil 1. sA Inatanca* of paraona (oin( to lh« Koum of God,
and baviiic ihair cbaraclara Umnad out lo perfection. \^k
SiiitBa Ckmr^e. a. (1I76) ata Parhapa the otoal complria
|MCtur« of a great man •i%t limned in word*. i<t# Glao.
•TOMB Frim. H»mtr ijo llta CMuaaaua ia kauwd with . .

incomparable art.

4. Prov. 7> limn tk* VMttr, limm (aomethioe)
»H xuattr: aaid of »oine(hio(; Iraatlent or fulile.

lia* Uacom Pmmt (Groaart) 40 WVo than lo fraita Mar.
(altty abali tnut. But limmc* tna Water, or but writes in

du>t. *<9a VittJiciM C»r*limm i«. 73 All ba had dona wa*
but a kind of Liraminf tba Water, to them, ityi K. Eu.i8
Ir. C*lmllut Ua. 4 A woaua'* worda. . lomn iKem on ebbing
AoodA, write on a wttitary gale (L. /a V4mt« tt rm^dm icrik^-rt

0/*riH OfHal

fS. abt»l. or tHtr. To paint; #//. to paint ia

water-colour or dikiemper. Ois,

§594 Plat 7rnt//-JU. iii. 44 Tu paint or Umn^ wttk tba
colour* that are taken ftoea hcarb* or ttowcia. (4aa Plackai*
C»mtt. CshI. aiii. (16J4) ij4 The vertoou« Margaret Oucene
of Kavarre besida her accellcnt vetna in Poc«ie oxUj draw
and limna eacallently. iMg I'arra Diary 7 May. YeMerday
begun my wife loleatn loUuiaof one Urowna. ie^( Caowatt

Cfmlrj Wit IV. )7 Mtrry, Canaot vou LJmne. Stt t Kim.
Ufr. LiBuva, what do»t lltou mean I Mrrrjf. Why Liauie,
Sir, draw Ptcluras ia Uilla. lAy* CuowoatM ImttlUiirtL X,

UL f )>v I j6 If Oaea, i ii»o», Horaea and Aaaca .. •c<« abl«
to Itiua and paint.
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X.tm»a»-ln«a., penainiflftotbetab-
familjr Ummtrimm (Cent. Diet.),
i«)4 M'Muaiaia ir. Cw^tr^t Amtm. KtfJ. IIL )• Haw-

ing a ahall very timilar to that of a Lymnma. iH* Wooo
w*au H»ilmt« II The air-l«aalhln^ limnridt li.e in frr«h
water, its* /A«V. tiL jAi Tbe LilorinM and UmoaEan* are
fwwnd living logelbor.

Limnanth (U mMrn». Bet, [C Cr.XtVi; lake,
marth a- 4»#o« flower.] a. A plant of the gena*
LiMinamlktmum (NO. Centianau*) of perennial
water-her bt. b. A plant of the (jenn* LimmoMiktt
or tribe Umnaittkur, N.O. Ctraniattm (CataeU).
•ye Otlvta CUm. n*t. ii. 109 The .. orUcuUr floating

laa«T«ofComisonUmnamb(^/«<«»aM/4r'Mvm mftm/km^tJittV
IJmned (limd), ///. a.

[f. Limk v. .to*.]
•f llluminatetl (tf^r.) ; painted, depicted, portrajed.
•!> Eltot Ditt.. Mimim/i iOH. limned tokea, hauyng

letiera of dyuer* coloura. 1573 in Willi* & Clark CmmtinJgt
(iiiMt III. a« Tba lirmned letter* and mclurvs. isM MAaK>
m».ttSirR.Cnm*iU. T^lke/tyrttl ^\, III timn'd memorial*
of diuitiaat rage. i«a< Bacon Aitv. Ltarm. I. ie. | 3. il Like
tha ftrvt Letter of a Paieni, or liotaned Booke. a i«aa K.
CaaviL .SiJmry Ep^ Drd. (i4)t) 1 Both your Bloud and
Verluoa do *o

tironfly Imltia you 10 tl<ia well-limb'd Piece.
i44« Hmry IfiHi (Camdrn) *i« The limned picture of my
wife. t«tA Cabv Ummir, /'«r. uviL 90 Ibe huntaa flcah Or
. .iia lima'd retemUanco.

Iiim ner (UmoJi), Now littrary or arck.
Form*: 4-5 Ijmnour, 4-6 IjmoDor(o, 5 lym-
nor«, lympnor, 6 Ijmmor, 6-7 Ijrmnor, lim-

mer, 7 limbnor, linipn«r, 6- limner. [Altered
form of LuMiwiR : cee Liicn r. and -ek t.j
L An illuminator of manoKriptt. /////.
• >*9 In F.mg. CiMt (1(70) 9 Johannaa Dancaatra, lymcno'.

• )9* I'"CVI*A AmriA. l>» F. K. xviLCali. (1 49}) 6o< Crmuoura,
lymoourt and paynioura etctb Kewe to tharpa tlieyr tyghte.
<'i44a t'r»mf. Fttr^. 317/1 Lymnore (A*. C1490 lumtnoor).
tlu{itUl»r, mim$»(rm/im$. 14*) Afi I /IttA. Ill, C 9 f I

That ihia Acte..in no wiae calcndc.to any writer Ivmpner
byndcr or irapryntcr. ri5is CmJh Ltrtlfi B. 10 Uarben,
boka bynders and lymnert. (355 Eokm DfttUtt iM l*he
lytlle byrde* whicbe ibe lymmcr* of booka* are accustomed
lo paynie on tba maigentea of churcba booke*. 1607 R.
ClAatw] Ir. £ilitmm4't i^'»rtJ »/ H'»tui4rt 334 A limmer ..

had dravnn S. Peter and S. Paul ao liuelv. (>$«C UaaKct
AitatimX.^ Frimc i. li Tbe KtiUr CAtrt. .had .. the charge
of the writing material* .. and of the colour* (or tbe limocra.

2. A painter, cip. a portrait painter. fSome-
timet //vr., a water-colotrr artist.

IS94 Plat JrMtHJU. it. *3 The flna ai«d aubtil earth of tha
bea/be ur Ouwer out of the which tome cuilou* Limner may
dr^w tome eaccllent colour. \ivf 1'oracLL F^tr./. BtmttM
(i6it) to THa Poet* (with their apca, tbe painter*, limmer*.
and car van), i^jg OaaMga /««iRai««>//(i64}) 16 A curiou*
limmer diaweth bu own ton* pourtrmictura tu the life. t4S9.
I. Aaaow*MiTM C'Aaia Frimc. 11^ Tbe limbncr drew it as'
Le waa ao axiia. not aa uoa of lau or that oaiion. iMi-a
Parr* Di»ry a Jan., Cooper, tha ^real limner la Uule. *6n
R. HocMt/^r-MLrai^ lu. 147/* A Limner, a Painter In Water
colourv. lyya foots Ttui* x. \ Pray now, Mr. Canniua, bow
do you Limoer* contrive lo ovarlooa lb« UgUncM, and \tx
preaarve the Llkaneaat ttja D'liaAau C'Xa/. /. III. viii.

186 Many ra/ioed atrokaa *Kow that the limner Wad studied
hia original by her aide. i*n Jov'ktt FUitKiA. a) III. %\a
IXa drawiug of a Uautar which haa not the shadow of a
likeoeaa to tM truth.

Heiic« U-mnor7, tho work of a limner.
1 1431 H. CoLaaioca St: (ilji) I. 19a The few remnanu

of church-Umoery that hava cacapcd tba faaatica and the
aaoJerniacrm.

Iti-mnifct). rofw. [Erroncootljr for *timmad,
ad. Gr. Ai^iva^, Ai>u4» fem. adj., 'pertaining to

Uke«,* f. XJ/ur* lake.] A Lake-nymph.
iflta U Hunt Ftliat,. Tk* S/m/Ai p. ati. The Limaiad

takca Her plaasure ia the UkcK

Ttimning yli'mig, U'mnli)), vH.st, [d Limit v.

-INO 1.]

1. lllumlnalinjv of roanoacripts, etc. Alto concr.
c 14*$ B- E. Miic (Wanoo Club) yt 'I'here bcgynnyth ihe

cra£e of Ivmnynga of bokya. is?] {ti'flfi A **'Y propar
treatise, vherun la bricKy sett forlbe Ihe arte of iimming.
which Icacheth how siluer or golde shalba Uy«d or Ummcd
vppoo the *i>e (atc^ 1^ PcacivALV. S/, Ditt., Lmmi»Aci*»
Jf /i>rw4, Ivouiingf mimttulttli*. l4ta Pcacham Ctmtl. Esirc.

ti(la-p^
Tba making of all kind* of colours, to be vsod ia

Lymaung. Paiatiag, Tricking, and BlavMi of Coalcs, and
Arn>e«. »7*a 7 1 H. WAI.roLa yirt»4l Amrfd. FmimI,
(i;t6) I. 39 Of the third Edward, «ay« Mr.

Vcxiue^ ovsny
portraits ar« prcsarvad . . la Illumioaieo MSS. .. Ha aa* not
atarkej where ibe>a ttmaings eaist, 1*39 GuLLtca A Timsi
F*utt. 100 I'he art of iUununating, or Uaaoiag. as U nt:

formerly called.

2. Paiotinx' (t fonacfly t/4C. in water-colour or
.ti., . \

'
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CHARLES WRIGHT AND ALAN BERLINER

October 23, 1986

Surprised by Charles Wright (1973) 4 1/2 min.

City Edition by Alan Berliner (1980) 10 min.

Sorted Details by Charles Wright (1980) 13 min.

Natural History by Alan Berliner (1983) 13 min.

Everywhere at Once by Alan Berliner (1985) 10 min.

Cable Car Melody by Charles Wright (1986) 26 min.

"The films you will see tonight are drawn exclusively from my sound and

image libraries. Composed, Therefore, from a random and ever expanding pool
of elements, they are a form of 'bricolage', cultural artifacts and residues,
odds and ends accumulated over time, transformed into works attempting to

bridge a wide range of poetic horizons: the actual with the possible, pre-

history with science fiction, magic with science fact, the medium with

the message. Ultimately these films document my need to put order to my
universe, a place burdened by my need to make the puzzle fit the pieces."
- Alan Berliner

"The evenhandedness with which all things are seen (in the film) makes

Wright's point. In no matter what context he experiences the world, he is

a gatherer and assembler of images and sounds a filmmaker ... .Certaintly
the desire to make a cohesive and aesthetisied work out of the full range
of images and sounds taken from the ambient world is one that spans the

work of much of the avant-garde. Yet Wright's film has a singular look about

it, a singular tone. It comes from the quality of the blow-up from 8 to 16

millimeter with its inherent graininess, the radical over and under expos-

ure, and the particular freedom with which he films the world. Turning

things on their side or upside down solely to make a cinematic unity, Wright
is constantly stating his point about his purpose as a filmmaker. One is

repeatedly surprised and delighted watching Wright's film, the world is

constantly being discovered, its secret harmony is perpetually revealed."
- Marjorie Keller on Charles Wright, Idiolects #8

Surprised by Charles Wright
"An abstract hand-drawn cartoon set to original music. No shape, line,

edge, surface or background can be taken for granted for very long before

turning out to be something else." - C.W.
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City Edition by Alan Berliner
"The notion of the newspaper page as a 'mosaic space,' while having pertinent
analogies with cubist pictorial possibilities, seems most appealing to me as

a function of editorial montage. A newsreel for the collective unconscious. - A.B.

Sorted Details by Charles Wright
"Shared shape, color or movement links each of these varied fragments of urban

landscape with the next. Each sight has its own naturalistic ambient sound,
as the film yanks you from spot to spot and moment to moment." - C.W.

Natural History by Alan Berliner
"Both humor and seriousness emerge from the flux of such experimental films

as Berliner's Myth in the Electric Age and Natural History , in which a loosely
associated series of images is paired with independently chosen sounds. Some
of the pairings are incongruous or ironic, such as a sawing noise with the

image of a woodpecker or piano music synchronized with a man hammering, while
others produce a strong confirmation, such as the dramatic jet roar that

accompanies a time-lapse flow of mist down a mountain valley." - William

Johnson, Film Quarterly.

Everywhere at Once by Alan Berliner
"
Everywhere at Once is a musical montage, a synchronized sjrmphony composed

from an infinity of elements at hand: piano chords and cable cars, cocktail

jazz and broken glass, looney tunes and telephones, elephants and xylo-
phones, violins and vultures, orchestras and roller coasters... A journey in

images at the speed of sound." - A.B.

Cable Car Melody by Charles Wright
"You will look down Hyde Street and see San Francisco Bay in the background.
In the foreground a cable car will move across the surface of the screen,
while almost everything else will change, from shot to shot, to create a

melody." - C.W.

A wine and cheese reception for the artists will follow the completion of the

evening's film presentation.
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PHIL WEISMAN/MARK LAPORE
Selected Films

Thursday, November 13, 1986

rriRESHOLD (1976-77) 16mm, 30min. by Phil Weisman.

This film is not for everyone, but I consider it one of my important works. It consists of

an ongoing, everchanging interaction of visual and audio harmonics. To use a variation of

Kubelkan terminology we as viewers are experiencing a dense, confined series of strong
articulations among similar 'looking' frames of sound and picture. There are no super-

impositions nor any overt subliminal messages. The 'waterfall effect' that one sees is ac-

tually a special unit of cinema vocabulary, the cinema overtone, which is the logical ex-

tension of simple metrics. This phenomenon, intermeshed with the concise patterns of sound

points and tones, is experienced somewhere within the viewer's conscious and unconscious

perceptual faculties. The duration of the film also creates a cumulative effect, making it

possible for any individual to see images within the film that do not really exist . My best

suggestion for viewing Threshold is simply to relax and do some mental shifting yourself.

ETHNA'S SUITE, SO LONG (1986) 16mm 15min. by Phil Weisman.

This film portrait of Ethna Duffy (and myself by implication) summarizes several years
between us, our mutual love and lunacy which was often deflected and by inference indirectly
located."

After viewing the film together, Ethna and I both wished to issue individual specific dis-

claimers .

1. Ethna 's disclaimer: " I'm Not a Mental Patient!! " This film represents one facet (a true

one) and only one facet of our relationship at that time.

2. Phil's disclaimer: From the original statement about the film above, I would like to drop
the word 'lunacy 'as it is an exaggerated over-simplification of what the film represents.

t. and the small picture frame (1986) 16mm 12min. by Phil Weisman.

I made this film fairly quickly (the product of 2 months work) although I've had the footage
over ten years. It's similar to a slide 'home movie' picture show, being more in the tradition

of amateur portrait presentation than anything else. Of course, it's about my family, and I

must thank them for being such willing participants in what I think is the closest thing to

a music video I've done, so far among my personal films.

Medina (1983) super 8. by Mark Lapore
" A portrait of that village and transitions in it's culture."

Work and Play (1983) super 8 by Mark Lapore

"Work and Play concerns the character of division and interlacing between work and play
determined by sex roles." Both films were shot in Sudan in North Africa.
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KEN JACOBS • - A HIDDEN VIEW

Sunday November 23, 1986

LITTLE STABS AT HAPPINESS (1959-63) 16mm 18 min.

"Unedited for addition of titles. Lavish color, unrelated improvisations, the good and
the bad. Strictly light summer fare. Very easy and fun to do. Superior in a way to a

spite choked feature I've been grinding out for years. A true breather." - K.J. 1965

"
'Down' and person to person, cinema gets grabbed back from the professionals here.

Material was cut in as it came out of the camera embarassing moments intact. 100 ft.

rolls were used, the timings fitting well with music on old 78 's. I was interested in

immediacy, a sense of ease, and an art where suffering was acknowledged but not trivial-
ized with dramatics. Whimsey was our achievement. And breaking out of step." -K.J. 1975

BAUD'LARIAN CAPERS (1963) 16mm 30min.

" A musical with Nazis and Jews."

Lisa and Joey in Conneticut: "You've Come Back!" " You're Still Here! "
(1965) 8mm to 16

mm. 20 min.

A home movie. A li"ving hall of mirrors. Alfred Leslie-his paintings - surrounding objects
and inhabitants careen and edge towards each other to form new familial affinities. The
human origins of the portraits arrive into the film with fresh complexity as the tapestry
of Mickey Mouse and his relations, trembles into motion - a happy greek chorus. Minnie
balances a virile camera that refreezes the animation into picture perfect poses. Pictures
come to life. Life dances on in splendid reassembly.

THE WINTER FOOTAGE (1964) 8mm blown up t6 i6mm in 1984 40min.

"
Underground film was news. People recognized my name, but my way of life remained in-

violate; I was still waiting tables. After Saud'larian Capers , my 16mm camera stolen ( I

suspected Ron Rice), I pursued the same things in standard 8: forbidding history, the

staring lesson of the Brooklyn Bridge, a block from home, wedding Flo, (problem: I kept
seeing Anne Frank) camera fun. Bob Fleischner's fix. We casually played our dress up,

played about the edges of a story that was never stated. It was a home movie of my psychic
life of the time." - K.J. 1984
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ROMANCE AND RESISTANCE

Thursday, December 11, 1986

Perils by Abigail Child, 1985-86

Featuring in order of appearance: Diane Torr, Sally Silvers, Plauto, Ellon
Sacker. Shot on the Lower East Side, New York City, Fall 1984. Gestures

choreographed from still photos of 1930 's strong-man movies. Sound montage
constructed from Warner Bros, cartoons, and improvisations by Charles Noyes
(percussion) and Christian Marclay (turntable). Mix by Jim Weigel. Direction,
camera, editing by A.C. Part 5 of Is This What You Were Born For?

"Starting differently, this film became itself. The clash of ambiguous
innocence and unsophisticated villainy. Seduction, revenge, jealousy, combat.
The isolation and dramatization of emotions through the isolation (camera)
and dramatization (editing) of gesture. I had long conceived of a film

composed only of reaction shots in which all causality was erased. What
would be left would be the resonant voluptuous suggestions of history and
the human face: events created from their perimeter, defined by their effect.

Perils is a first translation of these ideas." - A.C.

The Transformation of Mike by D.W. Griffith, 1912. Shown in its disassembled

camera-rolls, shot order.
"I had seen an unassembled Griffith Biograph film at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York several years ago. It made a strong impression on me with
its open construction, as seen from the location camera, and with its lapses.
It seemed at one manifest and functional irregular and irrational. The order
was perfect. It kept pointing to the future." - Abigail Child.

Cinderella by Erlcka Beckman, 1986
Directed by Erlcka Beckman. Original soundtrack composed by Brooke Halpin,
written by Erlcka Beckman, sung by Katy Cavanaugh. Mike Kelley as the
Accordion Player, GiGi Kalweit as Cinderella.

In a musical treatment of the original fairytale, Erlcka Beckman 's Cinderella
breaks apart the story and sets it to the mechanical repeats of a game, where
Cinderella is projected like a ping-pong ball back and forth from the hearth
to the castle, never succeeding to fulfill the requirement of 'the Cinderella'.
The bewitching hour arrives again and again, always too late. Mixing genres,
the film begins in a naturalistic outdoor setting and moves indoors into a

highly stylized setting, and then into animation and computer graphics,
becoming progressively more abstract and creating a delirious terrain that

teeters on its internal logic and manic rhythms. A departure from Erlcka
Beckman 's early non-narrative work, Cinderella approaches a full-blown musical

production, replete with narrative closure and Iip-S3nic delivery of the sound-

track, written collaboratively by Beckman and Brooke Halpin.
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Primarily, Cinderella is concerned with presenting a Baudrillard-inf luenced

critique of the mass-production of female stereotypes and models and of the

manner in which technology impacts on desire. This critique is evidenced

not only within the 'story' but also on a formal level: the film, despite
its strong narrative tendencies, is decentered and fragmented, and weaves

disparate scenes (in a variety of genres/styles) into a textual web of

information, coherent in a most tenuous fashion. - Program Note from The

Kitchen, New York City.

A Girl She Is 100% by Naoto Yamakawa, 1983

Yamakawa uses both live-action and tinted and pixillated stills to construct

what he calls 'a sentimental city romance,' about a guy who passes a girl in

the back streets of Tokyo and decides, too late, that she's 100% for him.

"This barbed little essay on the tricks and traps of fiction. . .also lays into

a number of social stereotypes to do with fashion, 'lifestyle' and male

sexism." - Tony Rayns, Sight and Sound .

Attack on a Bakery by Naoto Yamakawa, 1983

Two out-of-work, hungry laborers decide to pull a bakery heist but their

plans go awry when an indecisive customer keeps them waiting. To their

surprise, the bakery owner is a generous Communist with an unhealthy passion
for Wagner. "Yamakawa finds humor not only in the laborer 's. . .confused and

aggressive thoughts. . .but also in playing off sound against image. As the

laborer comments on the vascillating girl customer, for instance, Yamakawa
shows the girl ascillating between her reality and his perception of her

within the same shot, the image exactly matching the diktat of the sound-

track." - Tony Rayns, Sight and Sound . From Pacific Film Archive Calendar,
October 1986.

The San Francisco Cinematheque would like to thank Adolph Gasser Inc. for

its support of tonight's program.





THE AMAZING VOYAGE OF GUSTAVE FLAUBERT

AND RAYMOND ROUSSEL

Sunday, December 14, 1986

Co-Sponsored by the San Francisco Cinematheque, S F Camerawork and Video Free America

The Amazing Voyage of Gustave Flaubert and Raymond Roussel , 1986, 75 min.

Written and directed by Steve Fagin; produced and edited by Jack Walsh; sound

design by William Davenport; director of photography, David Baker.

"I didn't much care for the landscape of Egypt except for the mirages."
Gustave Flaubert

The Amazing Voyage of Gustave Flaubert and Raymond Roussel is a feature-

length video essay/narrative organized around the writings and lives of two

solipsistlc, indulgent, maternally obsessed personalities who, as it has been
of Balzac, "saw nothing but remembered everything." The mood of the tape
fluctuates from vaudeville to opera and the narrative unfolds in the form
of letters, diary entries and postcards - all fictitious.

The Amazing Voyage... has screened at the Worldwide Video Festival in the

Hague, Art Anno 86 at the Paiais de Beaux-Arts in Brussels, The Kitchen and

the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the National Video Festival in Los

Angeles and has recently been selected for the Biennial exhibition of the

Whitney Museum of American Art.

Excerpt from the narration of The Amazing Voyage... Male narrator. Game
of Solitaire: "looped laughter" from Verdi's Un Ballo in Maschera ;

Like travelers before me, I have arrived in a village whose name I do

not wish to remember. I have hidden in so many, I'm a fugitive, though
I have committed no crime. The villages read like a list in Michelin:

Illhausern, Vienne, Eugenie les Bain, but my map is not marked by sump-^

tuous repasts but by pain and productivity. My path is erratic, always

doubling back, lurching to the side, I circle around the periphery, fearing

only death waiting at the center. As I flee, I have one pleasure, no, it

brings no pleasure but occasional joy, my writing, a book, the Amazing
Voyage of Gustave Flaubert and Raymond Roussel. Their journey has

remained hidden, a mystery, I will unveil it. But my book is still only
in fragments and those are scattered: notes in boxes mixed with dirty

laundry, lists crumbled in coat pockets, and an outline, lost, last seen

on top of train schedules, but underneath stale cheese. The writing causes

me to straggle, like a beast of burden I carry the collective weight of

a previous century. My back almost broken by its priests, donkeys and

pianos. I tire easily, but push on, at least I know the chapters of my
book: Flaubert, Roussel, the imaginary, their mothers, but where do I

begin?
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